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JS'T 5, 1964
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

4
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United Press International

In Our 89th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 6, 1968

Two Injured
In Wreck
Last Night

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
George Overbey has some fine
Geraniums around his patio. He
must pour the water and fertilizer to them because they are
rank, and covered with blooms.

Soviet
re table.
PresiKosygiir
!epholo)

Ha also has a large Summer
Poinsettia which he grew from
seed.
•
Edgar Shlritsy fixed himself two
flower beds. One of them is a
rock garden with several varieties of1Sedums and the other
is a flower bed filled with various and sundry plants. He
made this one out of big rocks
and put a couple of large moss
covered rocks in the center of
it.
Very pleasing to the eye, not
only to Edgar's folks, but to
passers by as well.
If yeu have a spare dollar or
two and would like to help the
Acers, Fast Pitch Softball Team,
on their trip to Pekin, Illinois.
they will appreciate it. The
Acers is a woman's team and
they represent the state of
Kentucky in the National Regional Play. They are unbeaten.
Just call Mrs. Shirley Wilford
if you wish to contribute to
this team. They need about $500
to pay for their gasoline, food
and lodging for the double elimination tournament.
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'Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones
Started August 1, 1933

New Ben Franklin Store,
Far Cry From First One
The new Ben Franklin gore
in Murray represents a great
change from the one which
opened here in Murray on
Augftst 1, 1933. It was on that
day that Everett Jones and his
father Curt Jones opened the
Ben Franklin store here.

is the most modern in the entire large group of stores. The
latest techniques were used in
planning the store and the fixtures are of the latest design.
Even the colored panels on
something,
mean
wall
the
since the colors indicate the
various departments. The new
tore here opened with a
twenty-two foot candy case
with salted peanuts sold by
the barrel.
The new store is fully car-

The population at that time
was so small Everett recalls
that in a few short weeks they
knew everyone in town by
name. This was a time too
when there were no air cont alContinuod on Back
ditioners and everyone used
an electric fan, or a hand fan
Our Dawn Redwood and Bald and all the business houses
11 Cypress are doing fine. The had screen doors at the front.
rains we have had have hit
The new Ben Franklin sto-e
just about right.
Chrysanthemums in bloom.

Two men were injured in
an accident last night on Highway 94 at the intersection of
the Johnny Robertson Road,
according to the report made
by the Calloway County Sheriff's office and Kentucky State
Trooper Ronald E. Anderson
Injured in the collision were
Stern Howard Powell of AlOklahoma, age 18, driving
a 1963 Ford, and William R
Hollinger, Drumore. Pa., age
27, driving a 1968 Pontiac.
lacerareceived
Hollinger
tions to the right forehead,
right scalp, and right sided of
neck, and contusions and abrk
sions on the left knee and left
ankle, according to officials at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is listed in fair
condition this morning.
Powell had lacerations to
the left leg and is listed in
satisfactory (ondition by the
hospital this morning.
The Sheriff's office said
Powell was going east on Highway 94 or Lynn Grove Road
when Hollinger, going south
on the Johnny Robertson mock
failed to stop at the highway'
intersection. The cars collided
and both landed in the old
golf course field on the soutbi
side of the highway, according
to the Sheriff's office.
Both cars were reported to
be almost a total loss. Hollinger found -laying beside the
wheel of the car in a semiconscious condition when the
Sheriff's office personnel arrived on the scene.

Traffic Collisions
Reported Monday
By City Police

Pam)

Murray B&PW Club
Members Attend
Meet At Paducah

Man Held To
Grand Jury
In Rape Case

Four members of the MurIt anyone needs any Beggar's
ay Business and Professional
Women's Club attended a plan
Lice or Cockle Burrs we have
plenty_to _spare._ _
Piro—sc.-stem held Pt Paducah
Two traffic collisions were re- on Sunday, August 4, at 2:30
Roading in one of the state pap- ported Monday in the city lim- p.m.
The Paducah 11.5cPW Club
s" era that "He who has one for its of Murray, according to the
reports filed by the investigat- was hostess to eight clubs in
(ContInuod on Back Page)
ing officers of the Murray Po- the first district at the planlice Department. No injuries ning session for the club year
A Murray Coast Guardsman
at their club accused of rape was held to
1968-69 held
well reported.
Street,
Fifth
The'first collision occurred at house on South
the Grand Jury in Paris. Tenn9:25 a.m. at North 7th and Olive Paducah.
essee on Saturday, after a two
Mrs. Susan Schmidt of Hen- hour hearing on Friday in
Streets.
vice-president General Sessions Court there.
Vehicles involved were a 1961-tIviasni, second
Buick driven by Burnett Water- of the Kentucky Federation. Judge !Millard Kesterson infield of 100 North 12th Street, was the principal speaker.
creased his bond from $1,000
and a Ford pickup owned by Mrs. Alta Clements, director to $5,000.
assisted
presided,
Parker Motors and driven by of District I,
Recald E. Poston, 79, entered
Harold Daniel Garner of Mur- by Mary Sue Seay, assistant
a plea of not guilty. His atdirector of the district.
ray Route Five.
torney, Aaron Brown Jr., objectThe Calloway County Board
Police said Waterfield was goed to the increased bond as
of Education held its monthly ing east on Olive Street. made
"excessive" and said Poston
meeting at the office of the sup- a left turn on 7th, and hit the
would be unable to meet it.
erinteudent on Monday night.
left side of the Ford truck. The
The 20-year-old Henry County
Schools at Calloway County Ford was traveling north on 7th
girl whose parents brought the
elementary
six
the
High and
and stopped for the stop sign at
.chart.was on the_ witness.
centers, Alma, Faxon,. Haiel, OttVe,- ISetiet Mid.
for the entire two hours. At!
New
and
Kirksey, Lynn Grove.
Damage to the Buick was on
torney General W. R. Kinton
Concord, will open for the 1968- the left front and bumper.
questioned her for about 15
69 term an Monday, August 26.1 At 2:10 p.m. a collision occurrminutes, and the remainder of
A more detailed account of ed at 4th and Maple Streets bethe time was taken up in
will
schools
the
of
opening
the
tween a 1967 Plymouth two door
Brown's cross-examination.
be released at a later date.
hardtop owned by Cleo Sykes,
She testified she met Poston,
will
drivers
The school bus
1308 Sycamore Street. driven by
but did not learn his last name,
meeting
have a special training
Michael Joe Farley of Murray
at the Blue Marlin on Highway,
here on Thursday and Friday, Route Five, and a 1968 Chevro79 on July 17. The two danced
August 8 and 9.
let pickup driven by Harry K.
twice, she said, and then left in
In-service training for the Lynn of Route One, Brookport,
Poston's car.
August
on
held
be
will
teachers
Ill. •
She said he turned off on a
openschools
22 and 23 with
gravel road, stopped the car on
Police said Lynn was going
Monday.
V ing the following
four different or•casions, and
north on 4th Street, stopped for
Various reports and details the stop sign, started on across,
then .beat and assaulted. her.
were discussed at the meeting when he had to stop to wait for
She said she struggled against
him. Afterwards, she testified,
of the board last night, accord- traffic to clear. Farley had stophe drove her to her home. She
ing to Huron Jeffrey, superin- ped for the stop sign, started on
tendent, and William B. Miller, across, and hit the truck in the
Joe E. Hughes
said she memorized the license
number of Poston's car.
assistant superintendent.
tail gate -which had some lumPoston did not testily.
All members of the board ber in it, according to the poAt one point, Brown asserted
were present including William lice.
NW the defendant's constituN. Murdock-of Lynn Grove, Jim
Damage was reported to the
tional rights were being violated
Washer of Kirksey, Billy Stub- right side of the Plymouth.
when Kesterson would not allow
blefield of New Concord, Caivin
her to testify about a conversaley of Hazel, and Robert Ross
tion she overheard between her
o Almo and Faxon.
South Central Bell Telephone father and a doctor.
Registration for the students
Company has appointed Joe E.
School
Hugh McLean. Paris attorney,
at Callowa-y County
Hughes as Construction Fore- worked with Kintow as a speoial
day
each
conducted
being
is
man in Hopkinsville. This is an prosecutor.
this week.
added supervisory position in
Pre-School clinic for child the Hopkinsville area.
Mr. Hughes, a native of Murren starting first grade at Austin. Carter. Robertson and Uni- ray,. started his telephone caversity schools has been sched- reer in 1951, as a lineman. In
1963, he was promoted to cable
uled.
Three cases of bananas weresur- splicer in Hopkinsville. and he
whose
All children
from the Liberty 'Super
stolen
names begin with the letters held this position at the time
according to the report
Market,
N through 2 may attend the of his appointment.
made by Richard Tuck to the
by United Press Intornational clinic
a
is
Hughes
of
member
Mr.
County
Calloway
at
•
Partly cloudy today with a Health Department on Thurs- the Hopkinsville St. John Unit- Murray Police Department.Mon
a.m.
day
10:30
at
chance of afternoon and even- day, August 8, at 8:30 a.m.
He
Church,
is
a
Methodist
ed
The bananas were found from
ing thundershowers through
Those children who attend• 32nd. degree Mason. a member
9th
Wednesday. High today mostly ed kindergarten last year will of the West Kentucky Consistt U.S. 'Highway 641 South to
people's
in
and
streets
in
Street
upper
Low
tonight
90s.
the
in
not require this examination. ory of Madisonville. Kentucky,
according to the police
ties east to low 703 west.
Please bring your child's im- and a member of the Hopkins- yards,
to be induct Ole Masonic Lodge No. 37, report.
record
munization
•• Kentucky Lae, 7 a m 357.0,
ed in his school record, a F. & A. M.
no ichange;._. below dam 301.5, spokesman said. It is importHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
FREE PETS
dawn 0.1.
be ex- A. L. Hughes of 1636 Farmer
child
each
that
ant
Barkley Lake: 7 a.111 3568, no amined and all immunizations Avenue, in Murray. Mr. Hughchange; below dam 3036. down be up-to-date before entering es, his wife.. the former Lillian
Two small kittens and a sis
06
Dols ns of Murray. and their iii ,nths old puppy are free to
school.
7:59.
sunset
Sunrise 6 06,
If parents prefer, the child daughter, Pamela Jo. reside at sime,me for loet4:- If interested
Moon rises 3:21 a.m.
53t2
pets, c
in..a
'4.ef these
mg,' he carried to a private 315 Tandy Lane, in 1-141iiiis- ,
physician for this examination

Schools Open
In County
* August 26
pg

•

Joe E. Hughes Is
Appointed Foreman
By Bell Telephone

High

TV WATCHERS' GUIDE
by United Press International
TV watchers guide for Republican National Convention:
Times: 8 a.m. EDT for NBC
and CBS; 9:30 p.m. EDT for
ABC.
Tonight's feature: Rep. Gerald Ford of Michigan accepts
the gavel as permanent chairman as the Republicans listen
to their 1968 platform spelling
out the party's position on key
issues, including the "de-Americanization" of Vietnam.

10' Per Copy

Rockefeller - Reagan
Try To Head Off Nixon
Call On First Ballot
Nixon Reported Within An
---(1-Eyelash" Of Majority

mrs_ Roberts
Alva
n on ay

Passes

By RAYMOND LAHR
MIAMI BEACH 12D-- Govs.
Nelson A. Rockefeller and
Ronald Reagan today strove
desperately at the Republican
National Convention to head
off the increasingly probable
first ballot nomination of Richard M. Nixon.
The latest ITS delegate count
showed Nixon within an eyelash Of clinching the pize.
With 667 delegate votes required for nomination, Nixon
had 663 in his corner, including 277 firmly committed and
386 leaning to him. The other
del- :ates were divided _276 for

Mrs Hoyt Roberts of 604
South Eleventh Street was
claimed by death yesterday at
12:45 p.m. She died suddenly
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being stricken ill
at her home.
The deceased was 51 years of
age and was the former Minnie
Gov. Daniel J. Evans
Marshall Adams. She was
Convention Keynoter
Corner
member of the Cherry
Baptist Church where she served as secretary of the Woman s
Missionary Society, officer of
the Nellie Outland Sunday
School Class, hostess for the
hurch. and Junior Training
Union leader.
Mrs. Roberts was a person
who endeared herself to those
PADUCAH, Ky. (UPI) — City
to whom she came in contact.
She always had a smile for commissioners have scheduled
those who knew her whether a meeting Wednesday to conshe was in the real estate of- sider an increase in water rates
fice of her husband, at her here.
home, or at her church.
Survivors are her husband,
A proposed minimum monthHoyt Roberts; Iwo daughters, ly rate of $2, raised from the
Main
1107
Requeith,
Mrs. Gerry
present $1.25, will be discussStreet, and Mrs. Eugene Addi- ed.
son. 1105 Circarama Drive; one
son, Ray M. Roberts of Murray
The action came after the
Route Six,. three sisters, Mrs.
arlea B. grirli -of, Murray om.missionersreached tentative
agreement with water works
Route Two. Mrs. Kenton White
employes on their request for
Mrs.
and
Tv,o,
Route
of Hazel
slary increases last week.
Otis Woods of Benton; one broCarolyn Reeves
ther. Joe Booker Adams of Hazel. five grandchildren.
Funeral services will. be held,
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
With Rev, Lawson Williamson
and Rev. Norman Culpepper officiating.
Interment will be in the Hicks
MISS Carolyn Reaves, daugh- the campus of the Florida UniCemetery with the arrangements by the J. H. Churchill ter of Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Rea- versitY-which has an enrollment
Funeral Home where friends ves of Murray Route One and of over 25,000.
also of 1145 Bel Aire Drive, Miss Reaves who will be a
may call.
Daytona Beach, Fla.. has been senior at Seabreeze Senior High
named as a winner of a scho- School, Daytona Beach, this fall
larship to include her 'tuition wat one of two hundred high
ONE CITED
for four years at the University school students to make a One
of Florida, Gainesville.
rating on her solo number at
One person was cited by the
The announcement of the ho- the state contest held at TallaMurray Police Department on
hassee,-Fia,in the spring v.t
This SI ‘13 fur-.veedint. nor
Music Camp held July 21-27 on made her eligible to be invited
to the Music Camp.
The former student at Murray High School played her solo on the marimba with her accompanist being Lynda Aldrich who was named as the
"outstanding girl at the camp".
Both Miss Reaves and Miss
with their auditions at
The true stripped bass fish- The wiley striper is a past Aldrich
of. the camp were
opening
he
delithese
the
stealing
toward
master at
erman always looks
honors band conthe
to
seinted
willow fly season with eager- cate flies from the hook.
persons.
ness. For it is at that time that
The fisherman gathers these sisting of thirty-seven
the marimthe largest catches are made. flies when the hatch is on and Miss Reaves played
The finesse of tisinp these with (or without) his wife's ba and Miss Aldrich the flute.
flies as bait requires practice consent stores them in plastic "11%n the tryouts for the
scholarship awards were held,
and a delicate sense of touch. (Continued on Bock Pogo)
Miss Reaves almost decided not
to enter due to the many talented persons at the camp. The
announcement of her scholarship, the only one given, was
made at the banquet on Friday
night and on Saturday a special concert was held for Miss

Paducah Considers
Water Rate Hike

Miss Carolyn Reaves Wins
4-Year Music Scholarship

wss masit_g_theGAtskrianst

Willow Fly Season Is Here
Folks;Stripers Like Them

(Co-Minims' on Back.Pap.)

Pre-School Clinic
Scheduled For
Thursday Morning

Rockefeller, 179 for Reagan
180 for favorite sons ..and 35
uncommitted.
The Rockefeller camp was
conceding nothing. After a
strategy session that lasted into early morning hours, top
Rockefeller advisers said Nixon was -definitely stopped", on
the first ballot.
Some of Rockefeller's supporters began to worry that
Reagan rather than Rockefeller might pick up the marbles__
if the stop-Nixon drive did sue,.
ceed. Some New York delegates pledged to Rockefeller
would
newsmen they
told
throw their votes to Nixon and
insure his nomination if they
saw any chance that the end
result of the Rockefeller-Reagan coalition strategy might
be nomination of the California governor.
Reagan In Race
Reagan formally announced
himself a candidate Monday—
two days ahead of schedule in
an effort to chip away dele(Continued on Back Page)

Will Make It
Official For
Nixon Today
MIAMI BEACH (UPI) — Kentucky's 24 delegates planned to
make it official today — give
the majority of their delegate
votes to Richard M. Nixon.
The group was to hold a
brunch-caucus.at the exclusive
Bath Club.
Alternate delegate Mary O'Hara of Lexington, Ky., was
passing the word to delegates
to limit the number of their
guests because of the expense
involved.
Meanwhile, the delegation
showed in force at the convention opening to cheer Jefferson
County Judge Marlow Cook,
GOP candidate for the Senate
seat being vacated by Sen.
-•
Thruston B. Morton.
Mortop, former Republican
national chairman, arrived at
the convention by commercial
air-liner late Monday after
spending a week at Bethesda
Naval Hospital for treatment of
an undisclosed ailment. -He said
he was anxious to huddle with
backers of New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, whom he supports.
Morton, looking pale and carrying a cane, immediately took
part in the merriment prevailing at the convention by placing
a large sombrerb with Rocke'eler stickers on his head.
The senator, who planned to
retire in January, said he felt
fine but shrugged off the nature of his illneSs.
Instead: he acknowledged the
crowds who chanted, "Hello,
hello. Rocky's people say hello." Morton said he was confident that Rockefeller would
!nomination and "from
my vantage point at Bethesda
Hospital . I'm probably not as
confused about the situation
down here as the delegates
are."
As he autographed pictures,
he also told a reporter that nothing would be done about second place on the ticket until
presidential
nomination
the
was assured.
He and Mrs. Morton both
ioughted when a newsman observed that the senator's brother. Rep. Rogers Morton, R-Md.,
is a floor manager for Richard
M Nixon.
"My brother is a bad word in
our house right now." the Louisville lawmaker said jokingly.
Despite the efforts of Morton .and his- Senate colleague,
John Sherman Cooper, on behalf of Rockefeller. Gov. Louie
B. Nunn claimed 20 of the state
delegates favored Nixeni, 2 were
leaning toward him, and the
other 2 :favqred Mayor John
Lindsay of New York.
•

-get—the
Ike Suffers Another
Heart Attack Today

Bananas Stolen
From Super Market

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Former President Dwight D. Eisenhower apparently suffered another heart attack today. Officials at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center announced. .
It was the sixth such attack
the 77-year-old general has suffered. It Came as he recuperated at Walter Reed from two
previous ones this year.
A bulletin from the hospital
said Eisenhower-"had an attack
of chest pains at 6:15 this morning following a very restful
night.

• KATHER REPORT

•

Vol. LXXXIX No. 186

Mr. Walker Ooliey who lives down on Kentucky Lake,
stands for the photographer to help illustrate the annual
phenomenon of the Willow Fly hatching. Literally millions
of these insects hatch out at about the same period. The
Willow Fly or May Fly lives for only a day, but this is enough
for the ardent Stripe Bass fisherman who usses thorn for bait.

NOTICE
Four cute puppies need a
Ii 'me They are five weeks old.
These puppies are free and
.1nyone may have them for a
pet by calling 753-6681.

ta.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED Feign INTIHNATIONAL

tav

MIAMI BEACH — Harold Stassen, commenting on
the stresses of running for president during a chattel
encounter with Gov. Nelson Rockefeller:
"I'm not sure I want to do it again."
MIAMI BEACH — Gov Ronald Reagan, telling newsmen why he finally came out and said he is a candidate
for the Republican presidential nomination:
"It was getting a little difficult to explain why I
would be a candidate on Wednesday night but not before."
MIAMI BEACH — Gov Nelson Rockefeller, explaining why he would not accept the vice presidential nomination:
"I'm not made for standby equipment."

• :is

PA(IETI

incorrect and refigure the tax
liability on that basis.
Copies of Form 1040 X and
instructions are available at le.
eel U16 offices.

Q - I sold my house for a
boot $3,000 more than I paid
for it ten years ago. WW that
93,000 have to be declared as income?
A — Profits from the sale of
by United Press International
a personal residence are generToday is Tuesday, Aug. 6,
ally taxable. Under certain con- the
219th day oi 1066 with 147
ditions, however, the tax on
to follow.
this gain may be postponed unThe moon Is between its first
til a later year.
quarter and full stage.
This situation may occur
The morning star is Saturn.
when, for instance, you buy a
The evening star is Venus.
new house within • year beOn this day in history:
fore or after the sale of your
In 1890, convicted murderer
home and pay the same or William
Kenunier became the
more for the new house than
first man in the United States
you sold the old one for.
to be executed in the electric
chair. The electrocution occurIf you do have to report pro- red at Auburn, New York.
In 1945, President Truman
fit on your 1968 return, don't
forget to deduct whatever costs announced that an atomic bomb
you had in selling the house. had been dropped on HiroshiThese include broker's foes, ad- ma, Japan.
In 1961 Soviet astronaut Titov
vertising, etc. For further details, get Doc. No. 5017 by send- was launched into space for a
+.,,,,Ilington gets
REPUSUCAN KEYNOTER Gov. Dan Ls..za,
ing a post card to your district 17-orbit trip.
NO CAUSE POI OPTIMISM IS apparent on faces of U.S. peace
attention of both sides of a big question at Miami Beach
director.
In 1966, Luc' Johnson, youngnegotiator Averell Harriman ‘righti and deputy Cyrus
Q — I'm cleaning out my fil- er of the President's two daughVance as they leave another fruitless meeting with the
es and want to get rid of some ters, was married in WashingNorth Vietnam representatives in Paris.
the old papers I've collected. ton to Patrick Nugent.
.What records and papers should
A thought for the day- Adalai
'I keep far tax purposes?
Stevenson said, "A wise man
Big Bite
n I
A - Records that support it- does not try to hurry history." Gold (Literally) Stomps
BOSTON
UP!) - The
THE
,
HAGUE
i-Chain
UPI
ems on an income tax return
American motoring public paid
stores in Holland are offering
should be kept until the statute
an estimated $5 billion in state
pure gold in a saving system
of limitations expires for that
gasoline taxes in 1967, notes
for their customers. A customer
return. Ordinarily this is 3
the* Automobile Legal Associahanding
saving
in
coupons
to
years from the date the return
a value of 40 guilders 1 $111 tion.
was due. Records on property
WASHINGTON 07,5- This gets a piece of gold weighing
acquisitions, capital improve10 grams and having a value Pun State?
ments and the like should be story was making the rounds
CHICAGO 4UPI) -It could
of about 52 guilders 814). The
of the White House today.
kept much kimer.
idea grew out of the rush in be that children living in IlliEarly Monday morning, agold markets earlier this year. nois have more fun than most:bout 6 Lin, National Park Sec.
For example, if you sell p
According to statistics cornpits
vice workers were spraying
perty you should have the
ed by Marvin Glass. a leading
trees in the White Rouse south N.E. Employment
cords to establish what it
toy designer, Illinois parents
when you acquired it and the grounds as a protection agianBOSTON
- Wendell spend more per capita on toys
cost of any improvements you st insects and plant disease.
D. MacDonald. Regional Direc- than parents in any other
The spray crew was moving tor of the U.S. Department of state. Illinois children get
made to it. This might mean
you would need records dating around the circular driveway Labor's Bureau of Labor Statis- 851.50 each. The national avspraying the trees next tothe tics, announced that nonagri- erage is $35 15
back 213 years or more.
Q
My mother paid tax on White House when a tall man cultural employment In New
her Social Security pension last in pajamas emerged on the England totaled 4,374.700 in
MARK EVERY GRAVE
year. Is there any way she can second flow balcony in an an- mid-May. This was an increase
gry mood. It seems that on a of 19,400 over April and 76.400
get this money back?
A — If your mother declared cool right President Johtmon above May 1967, of which all
was centered -1n the nonmanuher Social Security benefits as;had been sleeping with his
facturing sector.
taxable income she is entitled'bedroom winciow open and ato a refund. This. is one of the wakened to find insect spray
Indian Exports
things we look for when we pro- Boating into the room.
NEW DELHI (UP) - InThe President
suggested
cess retina and a good perdia eltported $293.5 milli°
centage of these errors are rather firmly that the men
Since 1886
worth of goods to the Unite
spray elsewhere. They did.
caught.
States during 1966-67. mor
Murray Marble
Check your mother's return
than to any other country The
and, if she did pay taxes on her
Works
The state flower of New York United Kingdom, second largSocial Security benefits, have
BUILDERS OF FINE
est importer of Indian goods.
is the rose.
her file a Form 1040 X, the
accounted for $269.9 million
MEMORIALS
ttorm to amend your return. By __Oklahoma city has
Porter White - Manager
weather- worth. The Soviet Union rankusing this form
-she need eas ed 26 tornadoes since 1892 sari ed third, with $166.5 million
111 Maple St
753-2512
worth of Indian imports.
enter the information that we. the National Geographic

ALMANAC

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Then said Jesus unto Peter. Put up thy sword into the
sheath; the cup which my Father bath given me, shall
I not drink It!-John 18:11.
Jesus was content to abide by God's will. Why can't
we tool

Ten Years Ago Today
UNDO= & TIMMS ma
Funeral services were held at the Bethel Methodist
Church for Mrs. Adelia Parker, age 90, mother of
Mrs.
Opal Ernerine of South 15th Street, Murray.
Jerry Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs L D. Williams
of Murray, will appear in the Peabody College
production of Ofenbach's opera comedy "La Perichole".
Pvt. Charles Roberts who just completed his
basic
training at Fort Henning, Ga . is visiting his
mother,
Mrs. Jessie Roberts. After August 15, he will
be in Missile School at Fort Sheridan, Ill.
Park League baseball all stars named are Kent
Kingins, Kelley Rose, Danny Nix, John Sammons,
Bobby Sanderson, Mike Rose, Steve West, Nick Terhune,
Steve Shelton, Bill Solomon, Mike Grogan. Tommy Vance,
Danny
Fortner, Jerry Lowery, Mike Garland, Billy
Hodge, Larry Ryan, Mike Charleton, Eddie Young, Steve
Sammons,
and Robin Hornsby.

ViSM-TV

WlAC-TV WSIX-TV WIEN-TV

in

Loannel 4 Channel 5 Channel 8 Channel 2
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMs

MYTH EXPLODED Line of the myths that hippies hate to
take a bath is exploded at this installation provided by a
church on the Sunset Strip in Los Angeles. It offers daily
showers free Lower, from left. Jim Kopperman protects his
long locks with a shower cap, Andre Ilinaug wets down
love beads and all. Mark Zimmer lets the wind dry his
newly bathed hair and beard.

20 Years Ago Today
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Ed C. Ray. president of the Kentucky Rural
Electric
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THURSDAY, AUG. II
— Mention Outdome . . Ch. 8.
By VITO STELLINO
for the Card, — and a big
SATURDAY, AUG. 10
UPI Sports Writer
smile on Cepeda's face.
12.30-1 p.m. —
Car and
Orlando Cepeda is feeling
Crucial Win
great again but the rest of the
"This was a very big game, I Truck . . . Ch. 4.

64, Atlanta whipped Chicago National League has that sink- feel
great," Cepeda beamed in
6-2, Houston edged New York
14 p.m. — Baseball
. Ch.
the clubhouse.
6-5, St Louis slipped by CinManager Red Schoendienst, 4.
cinnati 3-2 and Los Angeles
who benched Cepeda for the last
blanked Pittsburgh 1-0 in 11
4-6.30 p.m. — Wide World
two games of the Chicago series
innings.
except for one pinch-hitting ap- of Sports . . . Ch. 8.
'The Red Sol gave reliever
pearance, said, "Cepeda is goBill Landis his third victory of
ing to play. He isn't hitting like
By STEVE
Star break. They have moved the season as George Scott
SCHWARTZ
SOUTH ORANGE, N. J. (UPI)
he always has but he's looking
UPI Sports Writer
from third place 10% games be- worked John, now 7-5, for a
better. If we can get 16 ahead, — Charles Pasarell of Santurce,
Pete Richert made up
for two hind the Tigers, to just 5% gam- walk and Jerry Adair sacrificit'll be pretty tough for any P.R., America's top - ranked
lost weeks and Boog
Powell es out of first place.
ed him to second. Bob Locker
team to catch us."
amateur, won the Eastern Grass
Richert, a 29-year-old lefthan- came in for John and Gibson
Cepeda. who went into the Courts
tennis
championship
der, picked up his third victory smacked his first pitch to cengame hitting Susi .259, was on- with a thrilling 3-1, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3,
just a day after be completed ter to knock in the winning run.
ly 1-forsI but his hit was a sixth 6-4 victory over Clark Graebner
a two-week stint of National
inning single and he scored on of New York.
Guard duty at Ft. Belvoir, Va.,
Mike Shannon's double. That
e00411eNess0401001444TereNr4e •
holding the Yankees hitless in
•,
put the Cards ahead 3-0 and
ADENAU, Germany (UPI) —
the last 1 1-3 innings. He exproved to ,be the difference Scotland's Jackie Stewart deplained that he wasn't rusty bewhen the Reds erupted for two fied atrocious weather conditcause he took a dozen baseruns off winner Nelson Br-lies-- ions on the Nuerburgring
balls and a catcher's mitt to '
ea•7
5
r 6211111114L
celebrating his 32 birthday — to win the German and Euro•ntreesieleleilLa*"
.
::
camp and had three or four
pean Grand Prix in his Frenchin the eight.
By United Press International
warmup sessions with an Army
-Elsewhere in the National American Matra-Ford.
buddy.
National League
League, Houston nipped New
Orlando Cepeda
Powell, who couldn't rememW. L. Pct. GB
York 6-5,- Philadelphia topped Brewer combined for a six-hittber ever getting a hit off loser St. Louis
72 39 649 —
ing feeling.
San Francisco 6-4, and Los An- er to beat Steve Blass.
Dooley Womack in Womack's Chicago
58 53 523 14
Just 24 hours ago, it still geles blanked Pittsburgh 1-0.
Tony Gonzalez tagged reliever
two years in the league greeted Altanta
58 53 523 14
looked like there could be a
The only two American Lea- Mike McCormick for a two-run
65 51 .519 14% race. The Chicago Cubs, with
him in the 10th inning with a Cincinnati
gue games went 10 innings with homer in the 10th to give Phi55 54 .505 16
420-foot leadoff drive into the San Fran.
BASEBALL IMMORTAL WIPES AWAY A TEAR—Stan
23 victories in 30 games, swept Baltimore edging New York 5-3 ladelphia its victory over San
53 67 .482 18% three straight from the St. Louright center field bleachers, his Pittsburgh
Musial, the former great at the St. Louis Cardinals wipes
and Boston topping Chicago 2-1. Francisco. It was the first relied
20th homer of the season. Philadelphia 51 57 .472 19% is Cards climaxed by Sunday's
sway a tear at the Dedication of a statue of him at the
appearance of the year for McHomers
Pappas
Brooks Robinson lined Wo- New York 51 62 .451 22
plate. The statue was dedicated outside of Busch Memorial
BOOG POWELL
epic 8-5 triumph in 13 innings.
Milt Pappas slowed the Cubs' Cormick, who was the Cy Young
mack's next pitch into the low- Los Angeles 50 61 .450 22
Stadium
Sunday, with a host of baseball dignitaries and
To
make
encouraward
winner
more
things
last
year
is
but
momentum
threehit
as
he
a
made up for two lost years in
47 63 .427 24% aging for the rest of the league,
er right field seats for his 20th Houston
former teammates on hand. Musial's wife L11, and his
rim homer and pitched a six-hit- now 7-13. Dick Hall got the win
one game — so who says the
Monday's
Results
homer of the season. Brooks
mother, Mary, unveiled the statue. It was created by Carl
the Cards' MVP-Ait ALYear ago, ter. Rookie Gary Ross lasted on- in relief.
Baltimore Orioles can't make Robinson
lined Womack's next Phila. 6 San Fran. 4, 10 inns
Mose of Washington D. C., shown with Medal.
Cepeda. was on the bench for ly one-third of an inning while
Doug Rader's bloop double in
up 51
/
2 games in two months?
pitch into the lower right field Houston 6 New York 5, night
weak hitting. And Cepeda is giving up a run in the first and the seventh drove in two runs
Not Manager Ralph Houk,
St. Louis 3 Cincinnati 2, night noted for his moodiness when
seats for his 12th home run.
relievers Bill Stoneman and and carried Houston to the
who stated flatly after the OrIn the only other American L.A. 1 Pitts. 0, 10 inns., night things aren't going well.
Jack Lamabe were shelled dur- come-from-behind victory over
ioles' 5-3 victory over his New
Today's Probable Pitchers
League game, the Boston Red
But today everything was ing the five-run sixth inning New York. Rookie Jerry KoosYork Yankees Monday night,
All Times EDT
Sox handed Tommy John his
back to normal. Cepeda moved that broke a 1-1 tie.
man, 14-7, took the loss while
"I think Baltimore can catch
Philadelphia L Jackson 10-3 back into the starting lineup
fifth straight defeat 2-1 in 10
The Dodgers and the Pirates John Buzhardt went the last
▪ Detroit."
7th St. - 753-1751
innings on Russ Gibson's one- at San Francisco G. Perry 9-10 and scored the winning run in
played' the 32nd 1-0 game in five innings in relief and packThe victory was the Orioles'
out run-scoring single.
or McCormick 7-12, 11 p.m.
the Cards' 3-2 victory over the the National League this sea- ed up the triumph.
8th in 27 games since Earl
Chicago Holtzman 6-7 at At- Cincinnati Reds Monday night.
In the National League, Phison — the record is 43 — with
Weaver took over at the Allladelphia beat San Francisco lanta Stone 1-1, 8 p.m.
Meanwhile, the Cubs' six-game Zoilo Versalles's fourth straCincinnati Maloney 8-7 at St. winning streak was snapped by
ight hit, a 10th inning single,
Louis Carlton 11-5, 9 p.m.
a 6-1 loss to the Atlanta Braves. driving in Bob Bailey with two
Pittsburgh Mooee 4-8 at Los It added op to a 14-game lead
out. Jack Billingham and Jim
Angeles Suton 44, 11 p.m
New York Cardwell 5-10 at
Houston Giusti 6-16, 8:30 p m
Wednesdays Games
Professional Alvin Odom, a die-3 on the second hole.
• native at Nashville, Term., who
On the decisive second play- Chicago at Atlanta, night
plays out c( Galveston, Texas, • bole, Pryor hittowithin seven Cincinnati at St. Louis, night
fired a two-under 138 to capture feet al the pin in regulation play. Pittsburgh at Los Ang., night
overall medalist honors in the
On his second shot, Wolfe pit- New York at Houston, night
West Kentucky Open Golf Tour- ched irto the sand on the isft Philadelphia
at San Francisco
nament played Saturday and Sun- of the green. Wolfe's trap-skit
day at Mayfield Golf and Coon. was too strong and his ball carAmorkan League
try Club.
ried the width o f the green.
W. L. Pct. GB
Pryor calmly sank his sevencarding a two-under 68 in Sun- foot pan for
07
41 620 —
GALE
a birdie and the Detroit
day's final round, Odom captured amateur
61 45 WO
5%
championahip, his first Baltimore
GARR
the professional division WKO WKO
ISQ*1
60 61 7.840-'s '8%
title since 1963 and his Cleveland
championship after opening round fourth
overall.
Boston
58
51
9%
.532
leader Pat Nanney of Weakley
l'ellow-Mayfieldian Dave Bar- Oakland
56 53 .509 12
Joe DiMaggio says this definitely will be his last year
Co., Tenn., skidded to a 74 in clay, shooting
for an impreceden- New York
50 55 476 15% as coach for the Athletics.
Sunday's final round tofinishwith
ted third-straight amateur title, Minnesota
60 56 472 16
a 142 and third place among the
He was hired originally as an executive vice-presi- Selling the Thomas Lippe Farm, located four miles east of
finished with a 74-74-148, seven
Puryear, ten miles north o
California
60 59 459 171
pros.
/
2 dent, but
strokes off the pace.
was asked by manager Bob Kennedy to travel Paris, ten miles from Kentucky Lake, two miles from Buchanan High School,
In the amateur division, May47 59 443 19
Bill Hale, also et the hoot Chicago
with
the
A's
as
a
coach
this season.
ennessee State Highway 140.
field golfer Jim Pryor won his
club, put together a 70-71-142 Washington 39 66 .371 26%
What the Yankee Clipper will do next season is unfourth Who title with a birdie- to
Monday's Results
take third place in the Cham3 on the second hole cif a sud- pionship
Flight behind Pryor Boston 2 Chi. I, 10 inns, night clear. Although he has a real fancy title, he doesn't have
THIS IS A BEAUTIFUL FARM AND VERY PROden-death playoff with JeffWolfe, and
a desk or a secretary. (I got the desk, but not the secreWolfe.
Balt. 5 N.Y. 3. 10 inns., night
also of Mayfield.
DUCTIVE, CONSISTING OF 351 39 ACRES
Lynn Newton of Murray, tied
tary.) Therefore he doesn't have much of a job, or at
Only games scheduled.
Pryor, one of the beat amateurs with Wolfe
LEVEL TO GENTLY ROLLING LAND THERE IS
for first place on
Today's Probable Pitchers
least he doesn' have much to do.
In the state who had been shut opening
cloy, finished with a 70APPROX. 225 ACRES OF CORN IN PRODUCAll Times EDT
out thus far in tournament cham- 74-144
But, he Was able to help the A's in the coaching job,
and fourth place.
TION NOW, ABOUT 300 ACRES OF ROW
Boston Lonborg 2-3 at Chi- because just
pionships this year, and Wolfe,
having him around helped the team a lot,
Austin Copeland and Harold
CROP LAND TOTAL FARM HAS RUNNING
cago
Carlos
4-0,
9
p.m.
a skilled workman with the irons, Hendley, both ct Mayfield, finibesides his knowledge of the game was a big factor in
WATER, 2 SPRINGS, POND 8. A LAKE.
Cleveland Tiant 17-7 and Wiltied at the end of regulation play shed first and second in the
how well they have done this year even though they are
with identical 141's.
First Flight. Copeland took his liams 8-6 at Detroit Hiller 5-3
Wolfe and Lynn Newton, Ful- title with an 80-72-152. Hence and Sparma 8-10 2, 5:30 p.m. about 12 games out of first place, they might have been
ton, were tied for the amateur ley carded a 78-75-153.
California Murphy 3-4 and lower without Dimag.
FARM HAS 6 ROOM, 11
/
2 STORY HOME, 2 GOOD STOCK BARNS,
teed- - after-- -ataretity'iS -usientme
ROSIAili Knudsen a( Paducah- pawn, 3,3,..as Washington Cole. Jolting Joe _worked_ witn.._the_.autfielders more than.
.--TOOt
round with
a pair of 70's. had an 85-75-160 to winthe cham- man 7-12 and Bertaina 4-9 2, 5 anyone else, but helped
all the others in their batting.
Pryor was one stroke off the pionship of the Second Flight. p.m.
DiMaggio is the main object of attenlion in the other
place on Saturday to tie with Mike Goss= of Fulton took runMinnesota J. Perry 8-6 at Bal- parks where he played. He
MORTGAGES THAT CAN PROBABLY BE ASSUMED BY PRIM ARConnie Connell el Mounds, 111., ner-up spot with 85-78.163.
gets standing ovations when
he is introduced, television and radio men line up to infor second place.
In the Third Flight, Bill Pt. pa timore Bunker 1-0, 5:30 pin.
RANGEMENT ARE, $32,000.00 WITH PRODUCTION CREDIT AT PARIS,
Only games scheckded.
Playing brillfantly on the final of Paducah was the winner with
terview him and he sigss hundreds of autographs, and
Wednesday's Games
nine holes, Pryor caught Wolfe a 90-74-164. Rimner-up was Pete
TENN.
AND $24,000.00 WITH FARMER'S HOME ADMINISTRATION
why
not?
he
is
the
one
and only Yankee Clipper.
with a birdie on No. 15 when the Coburn al Mayfield with a 84- Boston at Chicago
Cleveland at Detroit, night
opening round leader carded a 85-169.
Sure was a fine lineup of stars at Busch Stadium
John Smith el' Mayfield won California at Washington, night
Both players turned in par- the Senior Championship with Minn. at Baltimore, 2, twi-night Sunday when they gathered to honor the -great
Stan the
- -a 7345.148. John H. Shaw and Oakland at New York 2
t's on No. 16 after Wolfe's 34
Man. They were some of the greatest baseball players
foot putt rimmed off on the right Hank Ford were runrers-up.
that ever stepped on a playing field.
In the Junior Division, John
of the pin:*
DANBURY, Conn. (UPI) —
They also had a couple of the best umpires that ever
Wolfe took a one-stroke lead on Quertermous of Murray carded
, a 71-73.144 to take the title. Cathy Whitworth sank a drama- made a call. But the greatest one of all was old number
No. 17 when he sank an eight
tic
10
-foot
putt
for
a
birdie
Bob
on 8 out
Taylor a( Murray was runfoot putt for a par-3. Pryor setIn right field. I can think of no one who deserves
ihvy 41/_LI- _40
the first extra hole of a suddentled for a bogie when his 15- ner-up.
to have his statue out in front of the stadium than Stan
death
Behind
playoff
Ociotn, the pro divito delete Marlene
foot putt for a per was about
sion winner, was Bobby Nichols, Hauge and win the $11000 Gino Musial.
(A) 1964 JOHN DEERE 4020 DIESEL
three inches to the left.
) PLOW, 5-14- FLAT BOTTOM BREAKERS F-145; (2)
Cookeville, Term., whose /0-71. Peon Women's Open golf
cham141 was good for second place pionship.
CULTIVATOR, 4 ROW - SPRING SHANK RG-4; 131 DISKThen the champ tied Wolfe
Congratulations to the Pony League All-Stars on win_
551 Ad,C.E3
money.
ANICO 10'/2 FT. HARDLAND; 141 495-A CORN PLANTER &
with a birdie-3 on the final hole
ning the tournament over the weekend. I was unable
Aor,g.g OA 1.4F3S.
to
Opening day leader Pat Nanney•
HAHN SPRAY RIG TRAILER TYPE, (51 GRAIN DRILL MODEL
at regulation poky with s nineKALAMAZOO,
M.
get to the Friday night game, but did see the Saturday
was third with a 142, followed by
B-VAN BRUNT - 12 HOLE; (6) 1961 HAYBAILER 14T; (7)
.Soot pit after a beautiful ap- Bill
Jones with a 146 and Ted Bob McKinley of St. Ann, Mo., night game and they are as good a looking team as
SIDE DELIVERY RAKE, ,8) MOWER - NO. 9 - 7 FT. BLADE
proach shotfrom near trees tothe
I
broke
a five-year domiance by have
Hale of Mayfield, who carded a
NEW); (9) ROTARY HOE - 4 ROW; 1101 2 SECTION HARseen.
right o( the fairway.
146 in a bid for his fourth win Californians as he beat Bob
ROWS - 8 FT - 10 FT.
Johnny
pitched
Rayburn
a
real
fine
game,
striking
Guion of Santa Monica, Calif.,
Both players carded par-4's In the Who.
(B) 1963 JOHN DEERE COTTONPICKER =99
In the professional division, 6-3, 6-4, 6-2 to win the junior out eight, and walking only one. ,
HIGH DRUM - HAS PICKED 3 SEASONS
on the first hole of their playThey will play in the Regional Aurnament at Princeoff before Pryor sewed up his the win was worth $100 to Odeon. division championship in the
(C) 1960 - 861 FORD DIESEL
111 2 ROW CULTIVATOR - SPRING SHANK. 12) DISK - 3 PT.
major win ot the season Amateur winners shared ammo National Junior and Boys Ten- ton, Indiana this Thursday, August 8. This will be a
first
.
-font putt for a bir- roui prizes and trophies.
"with a seven
HITCH - 6 FT. HARDLAND; (3) FRONT END LOADER nis tournament.
double elimination tournament, in which a team must
FREEMAN; (4) SUBSOILEle 15) CYCLONE SEEDER NEW).
lose two games before they are put out.

l

•

ISHOLARS

Jim Pryor Wins Amateur Title
In Playoff With Jeff Wolfe

86

Larble
a

F FINE
,LS
Manager
753-2512

er
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10:30-11 p.m.

Detroit Tigers Are Idle
Orioles Pick Up Game

— The
public paid
lion in state
1967. notes
gal Associa-

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Cepeda Gets Back In Lineup SPORTS ON TV
Cards Get Back On Win Side

AP'

U.S. peace
uty Cyrus
with- the

—

Auto Repair

eal Estate & Farming Equipment

TIME
OUT

AT

AUCTION!

AT. AUGUST 10, 1968 - 1:00 P.M.

•

NEM

REAL ESTATE WILL BE SOLD PROMPTLY AT 2:00 P. M.
FARMING EQUIPMENT

(UP!)—

1111

•

Best of luck to the Murray team, and I hope as many
fans as possible will go to see the team play and cheer
them on.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
WAGON HOIST, 0-4 CATAPILLAR 7U31617 WITH AGRICULTURE TOOL BAR, 1000 BUSHEL GRAIN BIN, METAL
FLOOR, 7 YR. OLD SADDLE MARE, SADDLE & BRIDLE,
AND MANY, MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO
MENTION

NFL's All-Time
Scorer

on't miss this opportunity to buy good farm land and equipment a
our own price!

C1REEN BAY, Wis. UPI—
Don
Hu LSOfl, former
pass7atchina star of the Green BaY
Packers, set a National 'Football League record which
stands when he led the league
in scoring five years — from
1940 through 1944 '

•

4•

1.•

EVERYTHING SOLD REGARDLESS OF PRICE!
Terms of Sale will be Cash on all Farming Equipment.
Terms on Real Estate will be 10% of Purchase Price day of sale wit
days to complete transaction.

Record-Breaking
Trio

ees
SPLAT! Bob Taylor a( Murray, one of the 156 golfers entered in this year's west Item.
Tournainent, is pictured on No. I tee as the 10th amual Wit° meet got
lucky open Golfklavfield_Golf
and Country Club.
• • underes.‘ at the
•

SACRAMENTO, Calif. MP!)
- Charlie Gr&:teei -Jim Hines
and Ronnie Ray Smith all
broke the world record with
times of 9 9 'seconds for the
100-meter dash during the
1968 AAU track and Reid
thaenplonshIpa•i_
_

Y.4•44.1

4

I.
• 1

SALE CONDUCTED BY

OWNER:
MR. & MRS. THOMAS LIPPS

.416.

EDWA
RD
AnsAau•ssimeso

sassitSIPI

If you aren't

int•rested mod

RED BALL REALTY & AUCTION CO.

AUCTIONEERS FRANK NANCE
FRANK NANCE, JR.
DIAL 901 - 642-4274 • • PARIS, TENNESSEE

-or peas me on to someone who might be PLEASE

•

•

.4416,

I
.
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Mrs J B Burkeen

Mese 763-1/11 se NIS-4941

Cruel Punishment
for Adopted Girl

416
4"'P
A
FASHIONETTES
Ey United Press International
Watch for the turban with
finger - tip length tails of
Matching fabric attached.
Folds of such were wrapped
around necks of models in the
fall-winter Christian Dior-New
York collection. Sometimes
they were wrapped just once
and the shortened tails were
flung either both to back or
front or one down the front
and one down the back.
• • •
The nation's pace-setting
designers take stock of the
womanly body for fall and
winter. New clothes curve,
wrap, plunge, swirl and are full
of curves, movement and softness. Details include the fitted
bodice, defined waist, and an
easy, widened hem.
• • .
You'll continue to have a
choice in skirt lengths for fall •
and winter. The rangen from
the well-bred just-above-theknee to the floor, and anywhere in between. Midi's and
maxi's make their move, usually on the evening scene or
In storm coats The midi
length is 14 inches from the
floor; the maxi, 11 inches from
the floor. The mini continues,
of course. Continued with it is
the proliferation of patterned
hose and tights.

PERSONALS

Mrs Gertye Farris Evans and
Miss Janet Brown, bride-elect
grandson, Bak have returned
of Joe Darrell Ward ot Murray,
from a trip through five states
was complimented with a misThe City Hall at Puryear was traveling 1949 miles. While in
cellaneous shower held at the
the scene of a bridal shower Texas they stopped at Dallas
home of Mrs. Howard Gray
complimenting Miss Kaye Hale, and spent some time at Six
Friday,
July
By Abigail Van Buren
Magnolia Drive, on
of Murray, Ky,
, bride-elect of Flags Over Texas. They went
36, at seven-thirty o'clock to
to the Hants:air in San AnJoe Doran.
DEAR ABBY
I have a very depressing problem
A the evening.
The hostesses for the occa- tonio, and went on to Houston
lovely
for
the
cobostess
The
neighbor of mine has a beautiful little adopted nyear-old
sion were. Mrs. Guylor Pas- where they took a guided tour
Mrs. Gray was Mrs.
daughter
I'll call her Pamela 1 She adopted Pamela when party with
chall, Mrs. Ella Stewart, Mn. thrJugh the Astrodome and
John Williams.
Dolly Paschall of Puryear and spent sometime at the Astroshe was 5 years old
For the occasion the honoree
world.
When Pamela gets out of hand, this mother threatens to chose to wear from her trees- Mrs. Opal Ellis of Paris.
CS.
Miss Hale chose to wear a
take her back to the orphanage, and this terrifies the child
eau a white and black voile pink
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ellis are
flowered
dacroo
dress
with
into behaving
dress designed with ruffles
matching pink shoes. Her gift the parents of a son, Eddie
I think this is a very cruel way to discipline a child
the neck and full sleeves. Her
corsage was white carbations Shane, weighing nine pounds
Rosemary
of
svas
corsage
gift
Should I say anything to that mother, or keep my mouth shut'
with pink.
11 to ounces, born Friday, July
daisies_
FEELING SORRY
Lovely floral arrangsmasts of 28, -at _the ifurray-Callovray
The color effigMh• a yellow gladioli were
Hospital.
used at vantage County
Maternal
DEAR FEELING: Fer.gnedness sake. SAY SOMETHING! and white was used in the love- points.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Rut remember that you are dealing with an ignorant. childish ly decorations throughout the
The gifts were displayed in, Gene Jones, Farmer Avenue
woman. Don't ridicule or scold her for her heartless approach. house.
a table with a pink cloth overserved
were
Refreshments
but try- lo make her understand that the adopted child has an
laid with lace.
beautifully appointed
The beautifully appointed terevm greater need to feel secure and reassured that she will from the
table overlaid with a white im- ms table was covered
edding
with a ff
'
set be "rejected" agaia.
ported linen cloth. At one end pink cloth overlaid
with lace
This
of the table was a miniature and centered with a
lovely arMr and Mrs. Barry Sublett
DEAR ABBY I know I would make a good salesman if bride and groom statuette to rangement of pink gladioli
and
Jr of Hickman, Route Four, anonly I could get a ino, but ever'where I apply, they tell me add elegance to the lovely cen- huge white petunias.
Individald n 'once'the mu/gement and apterpiece of yellow MUMS and cakes, heart shaped
MISS MALY ANN BOOTH
they want someone with experience
- --sandwichHow can I get experience if no one will hire me' I know I daisies. Yellow cantles in silver es and mints, iced in white and pe.aehing marriage of their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milani
C. Booth of 1921 Club Hill Drive, Fairs.
daughter, Sue Jean, to Teddy
candelabra flanked the floral topped with pink
can sell anything
rosebuds. WIWI
WANTS TO SELL
Summer Lomb
Ray Hopkins, son of Mr. and dale, Ky., announce the engagement and approaching marriage Hearty
arrangements. All Xppointments served with frosted
A tasty summer dish is made
of their daughter, Maly Ann, to Shawn Grey Bucy, son of l(Alor
Mrs.
Gifford
Hopkins.
of
Mowere
in
silver.
DEAR WANTS: Yea real "sell anythiejr,d,yea eaa't first
Thirty-flve
with shoulder lamb chops.
and Mrs_ Solon G. Bucy, 408 South Eleventh Street, M
'
an Route One.- Bridal gamer-WNW- played and several MW—
sell y:ourseil.. 6 sana is nut Mirk to aim a salesmaa who
Melt 2 tablespoons of butter-amollirist
Miss
Booth
is
a
graduate
on
Murray
State
University
with a in heavy skillet. Brown 4
Miss Sublett is a IAN graduwith the recipients of the prises tend sent gib.
shoulaccepts a tankihoura without a murmur
degree
in
elementary education. Mr. 'Huey received his Master's
ate of Fulton Collety High
being Mrs. James Duncan, Mrs.
der lamb chops, '2-inch thick
CS.
School. She is a senior at Mur- degree in physics from Murray State in May. He is a member and each, on each side. Add 1 meTed York, and Mrs. Joe Pat
DEAR ABBY: am the mother of a girl who is both Ward
ray State University, majoring past president of Sigma Pi Sigma, national physics honor society. dium green pepper cut in strips.
The wedding will take place Saturday, August 24, at two. 1 medium onion, sliced. and
beautiful and smart, but when it comes to •'love." she is a fool,
in physical 'adoration.
Twenty persons were present
Mr. Hopkins is a 1964 gradu- thirty o'clock in the afternoon in the Beechmorit Methodist pound of mushrooms, sliced.
For 2 years. she has gone with a man who says he "loves" including Mrs. Joe Pat Ward
ate of Kirkman Count High Church, Louisville. A reception will follow at the South Park Cook 5 minutes. Add 1 cup of
her, but 4h.y are still sneak:ng around together because he and Mrs. Glen Grogan of MurSchool. and is also a senior at Country Club in Fairdale.
bouillon: cover and cook about
isn't rady to tell his parents that he has met the woman he ray, mother and sister of the
Another delightful courtesy
All friends are invited to attend.
20 minutes. Add salt and pepgroom-elect, and Mrs Richard extended to Miss Janet Brown. Murray State University. majorloves and wants to marry her
ing in agricultural business. He
The couple will make their home in Fairborn, Ohio, where per to taste, 1 1-poundi can
My daughter even gave up her own religion and took Brown of Princeton, mother of August 25th bride-elect of Jae
is also employed at Hutson Mr. Bury is employed as a research physist at Wright Patterson of potatoes, drained. and 2
the bride-elect.
the
kitchen
Ward,
was
Darrell
uastruction from a priest to join her sweethearts church She
medium tomatoes. sliced.
•• •
Chemical Co. of Murray.
Air Force Base,
shower held Saturday, July 71,
goes to his church every Sunday, bit when he sees her there he
The grandparents of Miss
at two-thirty o'clock in the afturns his head away because he's with his parents and doesn't
Subiett are Mr. and Mrs. Wade
ternoon at the home of Mrs. C.
want to introduce her to them yet
Jones of Crutchfield Route One,
C. Bishop of Princeton.
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry
My daughter is a girl any man would be p-oud of. yet he
The gracious hostesses for the
Sublett Sr. of Cayce.
keeps her in the shadow's WHY! And she is so in love with him
Bishop,
Mrs.
Mrs.
occasion
were
Tuesday, August 6
The grandparents of the
she refuses to look at anyone else, and continues to wait
The Ladies City Bowling As- Harold Peterson, and Mrs. Roboorn-to-be are Mrs. Hettie
Patiently How can I help her'
sociation will meet at Corvette ert Bishop, all of Princeton.
Wallace and the late D. E. WalMiss Brown was attired in a
Lanes at 730 p.m.
BROKENHEARTED'MOTHER
e of Mayfield, and Mrs. Lil•••
trousseau frock of brown and
SPRING
le Hopkins and the late Gordie
DEAR MOTHER: Yes =el—unless she wants to be
that a giver/ solution was SR ty,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- white dotted Swiss and was pre- Hopkins of Fulgham.
By JOANNE OMANG
"helped." Yoe do MSS MtMlISIR -their ages. %either do you_ der of the Rainbow for Girls sented a cocsami of white awnsweet, sour or bitter, the first
A September wedding is beAMHERST. Mass 'UP!
time around. In subsequent
sassitisa his educational or fisarietef status. Titts meld be the will hold its resat* *Nan at user flower* by the hostesses.
g planned.
If your wite's coffee tastes like tests, however, 25 per cent of
The gifteiwere%d*hiyed on
Pottertown Road
key. TI the voting mas is still dependent on his ',areal:: the Misonic Hall at seven pm.
vinegar, it may actually be the males and 10 per cent of
•.•
a table overlaid with a cutwork
announcing his engagement to a girl of whom the
(Highway 280)
may
your
taste,
not
the
coffee,
confused
sour
the females still
The Ann.e Armstrona Circle cloth and centered with an ardisapprose could end all help from them. Of course, if he loved
•
that's
at
fault.
and bitter.
rangement of pink and white
the girl enough and were a man, he'd do just that and find a ,if the First Baptist Church
Dr. Ernest Dzendolet of the "They couldn't seem to learn
pona
ponis.
WMS will meet at the home of
University of Massachusetts the difference," Dr. Dzendolet
verily to make it on his owe. He is. ohviouslj
Refreshments were served
Services Daily
Mrs. Robert Scott at 7:30 p.m.
psychology department says reported. "This would seem to
unable—or no man. In the meantime, sou can't
love. ft
from the beautifully appointed
2:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.
his tests show 78.5 per cent of Indicate that the difficulty
has to the by- itself.
table overlaid with a handmade
American males must be clas- must be physiological in oriThe Woman's Society of
- • linen and lace cloth. The censified "insensitive" to the four gin. rather like partial or total
Christian
Service
of
the
'First
Everybody has a problem_ What's yaws Fs a perusal
tral arrangement was of green
basic testes—sweet. salty, sour color - blindness. In other
United Methodist Church will
Evangelist
reply write to Abby, Pas MM, Las Aagetes, Cal.. 9011111 mad
candles with white flowers fiVEI Ille UMW Peens International and bitter—and that 28 per words, it's in the genes and not
meet at the chapel at ten am,
aselase a stamped. self-addressed envelope
which miniature kitchen gadcent
of
them
are
completely
in
the
taste
buds"
plumber
to
calling
•
Rotors
REV. WILLIE JOHNSON
with the executive board meetgets were attached. Mrs. Rob- 'net a slow drain, potit in unable to rt stiegiush between
So if your wife complains
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET. "HOW TO HAVE A LOVELY leg -at 9.15 am.
ert Bishop presided at the re- plenty of boiling hot soap or sour things 4 vinegar and bit- that you never notice any•• •
of the
WEDDING." SEND SLes TO ABBY, BOX Was, LOS
freshment table.
thing about her culinary efrgent suds. Then flush the ter things (coffee,k
Wednesday, August 7
You'd probably know the two forts, comfort her with the
Flint Baptist Church
ANGELES, CAL., Mem
Thirty guests were preseat in- pipes with iota of hot running
The Oaks Country Club will
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward of water. Sometimes this treat- apart anyway "Actual flavor thought that the trouble
— Everyone Welcome —
have its ladies day golf with cluding
motheron-law to be of ment dissipates a clogging lay- Is a combination of taste, odor. probably in your chromosome
tee off time at nine a.m. Virgin- Murray,
the
honoree.
er of grease, a possible cause temperature and maybe even and not in her cooking.
ia Jones will be golf hostess.
the way it feels," says Dr. Diet•••
of the trouble.
A , potluck luncheon will be
dolet. "We tested with odor• • •
served with drinks and rolls beT8 give the kitchen a new less chemical solutions to eliming furnished.
lease
on color, dress it with gay inate those variables."
•• •
Subjects for the first two
1. lifings and edgings.
-The CalToway COuntY COnitirY
Practical shelving materials tests. Were '40 'remiliand 40
Club will hold its ladies day
nclude smooth or quilted plas- male students at Uarall nongolf with tee off time at nine
tic that needs no tacking down, smokers and none taking any
am Beth Belote will be golf
plastic-or enamel-coated paper medication. The samples were
hostess.
fiber-base types with deco- diluted but recognizable solu•••
rative edges that can be ap- tions of quinine bitter, hyMurray Assembly No. 19 Or.
plied with thumb tacks or dou- drochloric acid (sour), sucrose
ble-faced tape. acrubbable self- sweet). and table salt.
der of the Rainbow for Girls
Each of the four basic
adhering plastic, thin rubber
will have its inspection and oftastes was presented seven
matting, and oilcloth.
ficial visit of Sherrie Tarter of
times in random order for a
• • •
Somerset. Grand worthy advisWhen making cafe curtains, three-to-four second sampling.
or, and Mrs. Lorraine Payne,
don't sew on those brass rings with the subject to report afsupreme charity of the Internaused for hanging. This will terward which taste it was.
tional Order of the Rainbow foe
Four out of seven right on
only make more work. Either
Girls, at the Masonic -MD at
the curtains will have to be any given taste earned a "sen8:30 p m A potluck supper will
laundered by hand, or the rings sitive" rating for that taste.
be served.
have to be removed before Only 15 females and nine
•••
washing by machine Instead males scored sensitive on all
Thursday, August S _
use some of the handy spring- four tastes---37.5 per cent for
RESCUED ROM CASTRO Southeast Airlines pilot Gorge
The Woman's Society of
clip rings which corne off and women and 22.5 per cent for
Pro:ileac, who was held by Cuban authorities as a defector
Christian Service of the Good
go on readily at curtain-laun- men. The rest were insensitive
after his airliner was hijacked to Havana, is back in
on one or more tastes, especiii
United
Shepherd
time.
Methodist
dering
VIA
with his family, son Jose, 5, and wife Olga. She trav• • •
ally sour and bitter.
Church is scheduled to meet at
eled to cuba to appeal for his release.
To turn any clothes closet
"We thought labeling might
the church at two pm.
gussiLL 47, smiles in
lANE
gar,
install
showcase,
a
into
•••
be a problem," said Dr. Dzen1.014 Angelek on receiving
tags and boxes of wash- dolet In a second test, 20
ment
The Flint Baptist Church Wo- -divorce from Bob Waterfteld.
able plastic that look like males arid 20 female! were told
man's Missionary Society will
48. former pro football great. flocked velvet or have elabo=
meet at the church at seven
The 25-year marriage ended rate- quilted patterns Auxiliary
p.m
on her testimony that his boxes of transparent plastic
•••
.
lateaught hours and conduct look doesseative. stack on top
Sunday, August 11
' made her "a nervous wrack." of MIA other to hold sweaters,
The annual reunion of the
bags scarfs. belts.
Vinson relatives will be hold
TELE9RAM
at the Ken Lake pavilion A
Sams Oar limpliped
basket dinner will be spread at
Dress me seafood. laallied
•••
is Raeford, of Tri City. Flower moo awerillish ast SA sem
girls will be Miss L.mi
web dile WSW swam. IMO
Wednesday through Friday *
imp Of 11111110115..55S, Ye
niece of the beide, and
maggssaaif oil and a dam& 411
daughter of Its. and Mn.
_ Now t, 7110
All 45 RPM Records
$o 3 airman. In albaid Dublin.
Now $3.98
All'$4.79 Albums
The wedding of Miss Starion
Ringbearer will be Joe lbsb. =pan. stir I tabinopood of
Now $5.95
'Dublin to Weldon Thomas will erts. nephew of the bride elect butter. melted with 3 tableAll 8-Track Tapesbe solemnized at West Murray and the son of Mr. and Mn. Meow of flour unUI will
MAGNAVOX Color T. V. _ T _ Now $319.54
blended Gradually add the hot
Church of Christ Saturday, Aug. Charles Roberts of Mayfield.
Free $39.90 Speaker with the Purchase of
10, at three o'clock in the af- ..L. C. Miller, of Murray, will tomatoes, season with 1 Msaromatic bitters
any Console Stereo.
ternoon Aude McKee, minister serve as best man Groossilleil spoon of
drain and serve Makes about
of the church, will perform the will be Tony Jones, Tri
1 ettle
ceremony
Hai Dublin, brother of leo
The bride will be given in bride. and David Meltais of MurHair, which fsankm ordered
marriage by her brother, Don- ray
for spring and
ald Dublin, and she hoe chosen
No formal invitations are be• short and dirtyChestnut Street
to be going
Dixieland Center
her sister, Mrs. Charles Rob- ing seat. All friends and rela- summer, appears
straight route for
and
short
the
Phone 753-7575
erts, as her matron of honor
tives of the couple are invited
winters At least half
143ridesmaids will be Miss Ann to attend the wedding and the fill and
the models In one major dePage, Lynnville; Miss Davide reception immediately following
signer's show wore theirs thot
Parm, Lynnville. and Miss Pau- at Holiday Inn
-Lay
-

Miss Kaye Halt

• • •

Sublett-Hopkins
Planned
For
September

6

r

•

•
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hearing eh
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mowers. P
Seaford L
equipment,
• Hardin. Pb
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al gas. 1 lo
side doors.
5:00 p. m.
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Find Male-Femal
Taste Difference

REVIVAL

14 VOLUM
Encyclopedi
$50.00. 753-4

ONE BEIGE
living room
conditioners
condition. C

HOUSE Tit
Speed Queei
puppies. Ca

•

14800 B,T,1
like new.
month old r
ing dish w
753-1888 aft

POPLAR

Baptist Church
August 5-11

•• •

22ND ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL

MENS SUITS 1°9

FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY

COLLEGE CLEANERS

1411 OLIVE BLVD.
753-3852
MURRAY KY

OUR MANAGER IS ON HIS HONEYMOON!

Plans Completed
By Miss Dublin For
Saturday Wedding

*
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FOR SALE

14 FT. GLASPAR Marathon
HELP WANTED
with 75 HP. Johnson motor and
FRESH HEARING AID batter- trailer. Like new. Call 753-3349. TWO WAITRESSES, full time.
ies for Beltone and other make
A-8-C At least one year experience.
hearing aids, Willis's
Murray, Kentucky.

•

TV

che,n work. $1.25 an hour startAug 13-C PIANO LOCATE') - We have
ing. No phone calls. Apply Gehad a fine Spinet piano moved no's Italian Restaurant, Chest1-52 GALLON American staninto this area. Responsible per- nut, after 4:00 p.m.
A4-C
dard electric hot water heater.
1-30 gallon State electric hot son can arrange excellent buy.
FRONT END AND frame man.
water heater. 1 sump pump. 1 Contact: Joplin Piano, Joplin,
Mo. 64801.
A-8-P acquainted with bear equipAlm American furnace, naturment. Top wages. Write: Box
al gas. 1 lot of inside and out- REGISTERED Tennessee Walk148 or call 753-2617.
A-7-C
side doors. Call 753-4417 after ing Horse, stallion. Phone 492TFC 8126.
5:00 p. m.
A4P WASH BOY, 18 years old or
older. Write Box 148 or call
FARM LAND for sale. No
783-2517.
A-7-C
•
REAL ESTATE
SAI.B
_
_

buildings, 40 acres of level land
lin highest state of cultivation BRICK HOME at 1812 Loeb
All in permanent pasture. Well Lomond, 4 bedrooms, I baths,
fenced, on blacktop road. Phone living room, built-in kitchen ap489-2141.
A4-P pliances, library 14' x 22' with

built

in

bookshelves, entire

66 MODEL EARLY American
house carpeted, central heat
mobile home, 12' x 56'. Like
and air conditioning. Lot 80' x
new. Also 67 Model Curtis Ma220'. Call John Redden, 753this Color TV, radio and steno

J

011

made
S.
Meer
ihoul-

in painting to assist someone.
4937 for appointment.
TOY LADIES earn $25.00 an Good wages. Call 753-8359,
new.
combination. Practically
Aug.-27-C evening demonstrating toys and
A-8-C
For more information dial 435gifts. No investment. Color cat4292.
A-6-P BY OWNER: three-bedroom
alog. Car and phone necessary.
house, gas heat and air-condiSERVICES OFFERED
Call Hardin 437-6231, or write
BALDWIN PIANO'S AND ortioning. Large lot on 10th St.
Toy Ladies Party Plan, Johnsgans. New stock. Chucks Music Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p.
CUSTOM BUILDING, reildenttown, Pa.
A-M-P
1-T-C
Center. Call 753-3682.
14

VOLUMN

NEW

Standard

BARGAINS FOR THE WEEK
edition. IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION
A-8-P LARGE building lots price
ONE BEIGE, modern two piece ranging from 91300.00 to 12400.living room suit. Two used air 00. No down payment and
conditioners. All in excellent small monthly payments.
condition. Call 753-3278. A-8-P FREEMAN JOHNSON - Realt-

Encyclopedias, 1960
$50.00. 753-6386.

me,

0
▪

or, 753-2731.

753-3976.

•

14800 B,T,U. Air conditioner
like new. $150.00, and 1-10
month old portable 8 place setting dish washer. $100.00. Call
753-1888 after 6:00 p.m. A-8-C

HELP WANTED
COOK

A-13-C

HOUSE TRAILER, 8 x 28, also
Speed Queen washer and beagle FIVE ACRES, two miles west
puppies. Call 753-8414. -A-8-C of city limits, $4,500:00. Call

nd

pending. Leader in busineae
machines field offers opportunity with professional prestige
to persons of stability with selling experience (Mid aptitude for
our products) or strong accounting experience. Good salary,
plus real incentives. Established
territory, no traveling. All em
ployee benefits.
If you feel qualified, phone
for appointment. Confidential,
Mr. Clint Bull, 320 N. Main,
Evansville, Ind, Phone 423-4459.
An Equal Opportuni.; Employ
er.
A-9-C

A-8-C

110 X 206 CORNER building
lot on paved street with city
water, sewage and gas. Call
753-8400 or 753-8833 after five
p.m.
A-8-C

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

1959 'I'RS SPORTS CAR. Good
condition. Phone 753-8347.
A-8-P
'65

VOLKSWAGEN, Excellent

condition. Good tires and machankally sound. Contact Lloyd
Todd, 753-2202 after 5 p.m.
A4-C

Apply In Perlin
At

SYKES CAFE
iso Maple Street

No words can we find to exTERMITES? Call Ward Termite
for free estimate. All work press our appreciation to those
guilasanteed. Five year contracts. that came to our need in this
Five room house treated, 88540. time of sorrow and for the
Ward Pest Control, 1612 College prayers we were confident were
answered in our behalf during
Farm Road, p/p*se 7534501.
&Aug.-15-C this loss of our son and bro,
ther, Jerry Wayne Hargis. This
SEE US FOR ALL your insur- display of love and Christianance needs, Fire, Auto,
OF ity by all is sure to make us
Hail. We also have money
better Christians in our life
lend on farms and residential ndeavors.
property. Spann & Wilson, 202
•
•
•
South 4th Street. Phone 753and Mrs. Billy Hargis
3263.
A-16-C
Insects were estimated to
and
dy.
1-T-C have cost Texas cotton grov. LOST bright carpet colors .. .
ers $90.280 non in 1967
restore them with Blue Lustre
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Answer to Yesterday's
Big "K".
A-10-C
Puzzl•

CROSSWOR

1964 FORD Galaxie 500, real
low mileage 1965 Oldsmobile REDUCE SAFEly, simply and
98, 4 door hardtop. All power fast with GoBese tablets. Only
A-7-P-H
and factory air. Cain and Tay- 98c at Holland Drug,

lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.
A-6-C ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
1962 OLDSMOBILE, Super 88, M. Sanders, Phone 382-3176,
two door nardtop. 1965 LaSabre Lynnville, Ky.
Sept. 7-C
Buick, with double power. Real
nice. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-

COLLEGE GRADUATE seeking
greater opportunity. Large financial organization offering exceptional opportunities to men
seeking to improve themselne. tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
Starting salaries $600.00 to S1,TWO EX:PERIM:ED waitress. 000 per mown commensonte
1964 CHRYSLER Newport with
es, steady work, unemployment with ability and background. power steering and
orakes anti
insurance. $1.25 per hour wages Send resume or details to Box factory air. 1965 Impala, two
981,
guaranteed. Kentucky
Carbondale, Ill. 62901.
Lake
door hardtop. Local car. Cain
1-T-C-H and Taylor Gulf Station. CornLodge Restaurant, Aurora, Ken.
tucky. Phone 474-2259. A-6-C
A4-C
MALE WITH some experience er of 8th and Main.

TFC

thick

strips.
nd
sliced.
up of
about
Pencan

Must be neat, pleasant appear-

HOTPOINT FREEZER for sale.
ance, references. Starting, $1.15
See at 502 Walnut Street.
per hour.
SUBURBAN Tractors. Lawn $20.00.A-8-NC
WANTED abort order cook, full
mowers. POUlan
chain saws.
time. Experience, references.
AKC
REGISTERED
Toy
PoodSeaford Lawn and Garden
Day shift, must know how to
equipment, 2% miles west of les, two months old. Phone 753- prepare foods and general kit.
6690.
A-12-C
Hardin. Phone 437-5312.

•

lave a
or fall
from
7e-theI any's and
'e, usene or
Midi
m the
s from

.h it is
;terned

Drugs,

BURROUGHS Corporation is ex

TWO
BEDROOM
furnished
apartment with den and kitchen
combination. Couple only. Located 100 South 13th Street,
Kelly's Peat Control,
T-F-C
ROOMS for rent. Boys. Private

lal and commerciel. Rustic Cal1963 CHEVROLET Impala, 4 FURNISHED apartment. Call,
ifornia styling. Free estimates
A-8-C
door sedan. 1960 Oldsmobile 83. 753-1721.
Call Cliff Finney 489-396E.
Double
power.
Local
car.
Cain
Aug.-124
TWO BEDROOM house, semi or

ono OOMN
Gnmo nom

ACROSS

000

5-Title of respect
ORM
6.Steeples
OU OUP 00111800
1-Roman bronze
7.Slaves
00U
OM
R00
4-The caama
&Remuneration
3OVU MOM OMB
8-Edible fish
9-Jump
UOM MOM 000
12'Inlet
10-Collection of
00 3300NOP CO
13-Part of face
facts
BOO 00
9 OMP
14-Pitch
11-5 state (abbr.)
001012 CM 0000
15 Limb
17.Symbol for
DOM
600 000
calcium
16-School official
WOUGOT 000 00
19'Preposition
18-Clans
U00 GOVO 01000
22-Free of
20-Harvest
000 ROM
__24-Negative
21.13ehold!
25•Let fall
•
22-Things, in law
26-Observes
27 Encourage
37-Wallow about
45.Pertaining to an
23 Finishes
28-Ascend
38-Commands
era
27-Exist
29-Pronoun
40-Slacken in
46.Negate
29 Pronoun
30-Offspring
speed
47-Organ of
30-Brearthe loudly
32'Trying
41'Hypothetical
hearing
in sleep
33-Chinese
48 Nahoor sheep
force
31.Prefix: twice
pagoda
43 Printer's
49-Measure of
32-Spread for
36-Symbol for
measure
weight
drying
tellurium
44 Snakes
50-Man's name
33.Bushy clump
34.Faroe Islands
1
2 3 0:0iit 4
5 6 7 4::$WI9 10 11
whirlwind
35-Chemical
:::*
12
compound
K1,4
AV
itX.:
37-Pale
Ave
38-Harvest
15
17
••••••
..i...11M
goddess
WeIIII
39-Golf mounds
18
19
40-Ocean
C4.:
41-Conjunction
.4
'
,
"
"
* .2-I
P•XiM1
,- =I&.'!
.' -:•.:!:
24 25 26
42-Narrate
44-Totaled
27 28
29
47.Appraises
:•:•:*
51-Before

n3.
....
ifIUNS

RIDERS FROM Cadiz or Canton
WILL DO bush bogging, snow- to Murray, 5'4 days a week,
ing and ground breaking. Call from 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., or
436-2337.
A-8-C 8:00 am. to 5:30 p.m. Phone
7534791, ask far Taylor. A-8-C
•-

••••8 38

54-Hurr led
55-Tolled
56-Goddess of
discord
57-Crafty

I
For Rent
PIKE APARTMENTS
For
Girls & Boys
Phone
753-5865 Cr 753-5108
H-1TC

1111 .-1111111
. -..;Kc.;•maanji NEB e.a,ei:44k 41 •Mil
,
45 46
47 411 49
SO
a§
:en5UU

DOWN

4

x.v...,•:.
+.14,x.:.

..
;NI

and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- unfurnished. Call 753-6229 or'52-Later .
53-Ashes of
A-6-C 753-6012.
A-8-C
seaweed

•-ild

UZZLE

non

FOR RENT

1965 MUSTANG Convertible, entrance, air-conditioned, near
289 motor, 4 barrel carburat- college. Call 7534828.
A-16-P
or, automatic, power steering
TWO
BEDROOM
air-conditionand brakes. Red with white top.
1958 14 ton truck. Cain and ed house trailer, on private lot
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of three miles from Murray. No
A-I3-C
6th and Main.
A-6-C boys. Call 753-2551,

KLEMM CARPET SPECIALIST: er of 8th and Main.
Wall to wall carpets, rug and
cleaners. Carpets
imohoistery
furniture cleaned, tinted
WANTED
daaeothed. Call 4354221.
Aug.-22-4

Eagles use the same nest
year after year, one known
nest having been used continuously for 36 years.
• • •
Only Presidents John Adams
and John Quincy Adams-father and son-lived to celebrate their golden wedding anniversaries.
• • •
shortest presidential
The
marriage was that of Theodore
Roosevelt and his first wife,
who were married three years
and 110 days when she died
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52

1-Macaws
2.1reland
3-Specimen
4-Mountains of
Europe
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Peanuts®
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by Charles M. Schulz
i-i0W COME YOU NEVER HEAR
ANYONE SING "04LOE''AP.WMORE?

DOROTHY EDEN'S new bestseller

IM1

El

From the novel published by Coward-McCann, Inc. Copyright 0 1117.
19101 by Dorothy ltden. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

•

;ON

diamonds around her neck blaz- told you to make you look like
CHAPTER 29
"rITTO himself had no idea ing, toward the brightly lighted that ?'•
"How do I look? I'm only
\--1 that Niels wasn't his legi- rooms and the gaiety.
"You will be kind enough to cold. And Otto didn't tell me
timate son until a little while
after Dirma's birth. Unfortun- have the next dance with me?" anything in particular. Only
ately, Cristina was ill with a Erik said, tucking my arm in that he had been fishing this
afternoon."
high fever, and talked in delir- his.
"Fishing! Why did he tell you
"Erik. how con we. with a
ium, and Otto heard and guessed
her secret. From then on he bomb about to explode at any
never touched her again or moment! Otto must know that""Ihad noticed mud on his
Jacket. He was explaining how
_ spoke to her. He simply wait- what's going on - outside."
"He Can't unless he has seen it had got there."
ad seventeen years for her to
"So!" That short Danish ex•, die This is where his touch of Oiler already, and is putting a
madness comes in, I am afraid. good face on it. No, he is un- pletive had never been so ex.
He had this terrible patience, aware. I think. But if the chase pressive.
• I didn't want to stay here
this determination to strike moves closer, the castle will
shivering. I didn't know how to
Niels down when the time have to be searched."
The champagne 'had been go back to the party.
came." Frue Dorothea said.
"There is nothing to do." I
Erik's fingers pressed on flowing while we were away.
mine. He said quietly, "And that The old ladies around the fire was asking for reassurance. "Is
time would Wave come when were talking animatedly. their there?"
nodding theit eyes,
PUS.h_e
_briaitlx._
-Latuse-bad--ber baby,--abitean• Lillie, that Otto WOU/dn't getting a dim shine, like tar- toward the doorOf the lighted
Aa even risk marrying you legiti- nished silver. Otto's eyes were noisy room.
"No, not for you. Go back in
mately until he knew you could shining, too, and I knew as soon
as he asked me to dance that there. Someone will give you a
be made pregnant?"
T nodded. "He talked all the he had been drinking too much. drink. I haven't time just now.
"Mustn't let my brother mo- Forgive me."
time of having more children. I
So I went back and sat on
thought he had an obsession nopolize you, Luise. Must have
the edge of the old ladies' circle
about it, proving his virility and my share."
He wasn't too drunk to see around the fire. I felt old enough
that sort of thing. He must
to be one of them.
have been pretty angry when I me stiffen.
"Are you tired already, Fro"Just for the sake of appearwouldn't go to bed with him
until we were married, So he ances. Isn't that what the Eng- ken Amberley? How strange,
When I was young I could
had all that trouble of arrang- lish value most?"
"Otto, why don't you give dance until morning without the
ing a fake ceremony. He was
slightest fatigue."
terribly pleased when I was yourself up?"
I was sick of Emilie and her
me, astonished.
He
stared
at
pregnant."
"You know what I'm talking, :superiority. What an infuriatYou do promise there will be
old creature she was!
nothing mentioned of this," about. Your friend Oiler fol- ing
"The poor young lady has
lowed me today. Or I followed
saying.
"I
was
Dorothea
Frue
scarcely had time to recordi
am sorry you have had to find him, I don't know which. But
from her accident, Emilie. Sureout these things, but perhaps it he must have come to see-you.
What did you do with him? ly you remember? Or is your
is best. For Luise, anyway, poor
memory failing, as well as your
child. She is the one who has Hide him in one of the dunhearing?"
geons?"
been wronged."
It was a wild guess. After
"There is nothing wrong with
-'And I should have been told
all, I didn't even know that any of my functions, Sybilla. I
long ago, Mama," Erik said re011er had been able to contact could take another glass of
provingly.
Otto. But my remark had found champagne, if someone would
"No, no, dear boy. You were
some sort of a target, for Otto's be so good as to bring me one
too young, and you might have
earned as well that your broth- eyes bulged. his face went a I wonder where servants disdark color, and he whispered, appear to nowadays, just at the
✓ had friends among the Gesleaning toward me.
moment that they are wanted.
P0,:.
"Damn' You saw my jacket! Or is it," her voice dropped to
• -There were always those rumors. Even now, Otto has very Did you tell anyone else about a perfectly audible whisper
"that the best ,ones_ won't come
few friends in Copenhagen. We it?"
Before I could answer, he add- to Maaneborg?"
Danes have long memories,"
ed gratuitously, "I was fishing.
My eyes were on the picture
Erik said to me
"Everyone has long memories But I caught only a small fish behind the nodding gray heads.
for things like that." Suddenly that I had to throw back." Then It was the enormous battle
I began to shive r. I looked he began to laugh loudly, and scene of the dead invader, his
victor standing over him, great
around in distaste at the deso- he walked away from me.
A long cool gust of wind shaggy blond head raised tri•
late room. "Couldn't we go
downstairs? Haven't wa,found swept up the hall as he opened umphantly against the frozen
enough skeletons? Dear Frue the heavy iron-studded door. A pink dawn, the rest of the en.
Dorothea, of course I am to be leaf rustled at my feet The emy fleeing in a straggling rout
like blown leaves
Artisted. Forever. I hope I may door thudded shut
I was shaking so much that
The old ladies were still makcome to the wedding of the heir
I could hardly speak when Erik ing their polite biting remarks
of Maaneborg."
"More immediately, perhaps found me. It couldn't have been to one another, thoroughly enyou would like, to, drink his more than a minute later, cer- joying themselves. I found I
tainly not long enough for me couldn't sit still after all If I
health now." said Erik.
closed my eyes I could see noth"Please behave as if nothing to get so chilled.
"What are you doing out here, ing but the lake, and when I
has happened," Frue Dorothea
said over hop shoulder to me. LuiSe?", He saw my face. "Has opened them it was still there
At the foot of the stairs she anything happened? I saw you
Revelation finally comes to
policed to wipe the dust off her talking to Otto."
"Yes. I was."
Lulow.
shoes on the carpet, then pro"What about? What has he
To Er Concluded Tomorrow i
...ceded. her head held high. the

1

by Ernie Bushrniller
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by R. Van Buren'
HAVING A PSYCHOLOGIST ON
STAFF IS A NEW EXPERIENCE

FOR THIS SCHOOL, MISS WALKER,
THERE wiLL BE PROBLEMS
NOT ONLY WITH
STUDENTS, BUT
WITH STAFF.

YOU MEAN BECAUSE I'M
A WOMAN? OR DO YOU
MEAN ILl,. HAVE
PROBLEMS

BECAUSE••••
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by Al Capp
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •

Phone 733-1917 sr 733-4947

Booth•Bucy Vows To Be Read

a
wroded4

Cruel Punishment
for Adopted Girl

C
a

111
FASHIONETTES

Miss Janet Brown Lovely Gift Party
Honored At Shower
Honors Bride-Elect
At The Gray Home

By United Press International
Watch for the turban with
finger - tip length tails of
wrapped
attached.
ahb rwIeree
of sfuc
dshina
lro
nialte
around necks of models in the
fall-winter Christian Dior-New
York collection. Sometimes
they were wrapped just once
and the shortened tails were
flung either both to back or
front or one down the front
and one down the back
• • •
nation's pace-setting
The
designers take stock of the
womanly body for fall and
winter. New clothes curve,
wrap, plunge, swirl and are full
of curves, movement and softness. Details include the fitted
bodice, defined waist, and an
easy, widened

PERSONALS

•

Mrs. Gertye Farris Evans and
Miss Janet Brown, bride-elect
grandson, Bill, have returned
of Joe Darrell Ward of Murray,
from a trip through five states
was complimented with a misThe City Hall at Puryear was traveling 1948 miles. While in
held
at
the
shower
cellaneous
the scene of a bridal shower Texas they stopped at Dallas
home of Mrs. *award Gray,
Miss Kaye Rale, and spent some time at Six
complimenting
Magnolia Drive, otl Yriday, July
bride-elect of Flags Over Texas. They went
of
Murray,
Ky.,
36, at seven-thirty o'clock in
to the Hemiefair in San AnJoe Doran.
DEAR ABBY
I have a very depressing problem
A the evening.
The hostesses for the occa• tonio, and went on to Houston
lovely
for
the
cohostess
The
neighbor of mine has a beautiful little adopted 9-year-old
sion were
Mrs. Gurlor Pas- where they took a guided tour
Mrs. Gray was Mrs.
daughter. [I'll call her Pamela
She adopted Pamela when party with
chall, Mrs. Ella Stewart, Mrs. thraugh the Astrodome and
John William:
she was 5 Years old
Dolly Paachall of Puryear and spent sometime at the AstroFor the occasion the honoree
world.
When Pamela gets out of hand, tins mother threatens to chose to wear from her trous- Mrs. Opal Ellis of Paris.
•• •
Miss Hale chose to wear a
take her back to the orphanage, and this terrifies the child seau a white and black voila
Mr and Mrs. Eddie Ellis are
pink
flowered
dacron
dross
with
into behas ing
dress designed with ruffles at matching pink
shoes. HSU gin the parents of a son, Eddie
I think this is a very cruel way to discipline a child. The neck and full sleeves. Her
You'll continue to have a
corsage was white caSIMEMIS Shane, weighing nine pounds
Shedd I say anything to that mother, or keep_my mouth shut? gift corsage was of lisinnler, inth pink.
choice in skirt lengths for fall •
_114 ounces, horn Friday. July
daisies.
and winter. The range: ftom
FEELING SORRY
Lovely floral arrangements el 28, at the Murray-Calloway
The color weenie 111 Yellow gladioli were used
the well-bred just-above-theHospital.
Maternal
at vantage County
DEAR FEELING: For goodness sake, SAY SOMETHING! and white was used is the loveknee to the floor, and anypoints.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
where in between. Midi's and
Bet remember that you are dealing with an ignorant. childish ly decorations throggliGut the
The gifts were displayed es Gene Jones, Farmer Avenue.
maxi's _make their move, us• • •
Weelaa. Don't ridicule or cold her for her heartless approach, house.
a table with a pink cloth everually on the evening sCene or
Refrestunents were served laid with lace.
but try to make her understand that the adopted child has an
.3
*.
In storm coats. The midi
appointed
beautifully
the
hhhih
nee
fron
The
eves greater need to feel secure and reassured that she will
beautifully appointed saflength is 14 inches from the
table overlaid with a white im- mg table was covered
with a
mot be "rejected" again.
floor; the maxi, 11 inches from
ported linen cloth. At one end pink cloth overlaid
with Lies
the floor. The mini continues,
of the table was a miniature and centered with a lovely arof course. Continued with It is
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sublett
DEAR ABBY. I know I would make a good salesman if bride and groom statuette to rangement of pink
gladioli and
the proliferation of patterned
Jr. if Hickman, Route Four, anonly I could get a job, but everywhere Vapply, they tell me add elegance to the lovely cen- huge white petunias.
hose and tights.
Incliviald
terpiece of yellow mums and cakes, heart shaped sandwich- nounce the eagagement and apthey want someone with experience.
MISS MALY ANN BOOTH
• • •
marriage
of
their
proaching
in
silver
Yellow
candles
daisies
es
and mints, Iced is white sod'
How can I get experience if no one will hire me' I know I
Mr. and Mrs. Milton C. Booth of 1921 Club Hill Drive, FairSue
Jean,
to
Teddy
daughter,
the
floral
candelabra
flanked
topped Rah pink rosebuds, we
Can sell anything.
WANTS TO SELL
Hearty Summer Lomb
arrangements. Al sispointsisaLl served Trith frosted pink much. Ray Hopkins, son of Mr. and dale, Ky., announce the engagement and approaching marriage
A tasty summer dish is made
of
their
daughter,
Maly
Annnto
Shawn
Grey
Gifford
Hopkins,
of
ClinBucy,
son
of
Major'
Mrs.
—
-- DEAR W4NTS: You can't -sett anything-1f you can't Mir-- were in silver. —
Thirty-five persona etiolation
lath shoulder lamb chops
and
Mrs.
Solon
G.
Bucy,
406
South
Eleventh
Street, Murray.
Bridal games wore Owed and several who Nord net as. ton Route One.
eel yourself A man is no likely to hire a salesman whe
Melt 2 tablespoons of butter
Miss Booth is a graduate of Murray State University with a
Miss Sublett is a 1906 graduwith the recipients of the prises tend sent gifs.
in heavy skillet. Brown 4 shoulaccepts a turn-done without a murmur.
degree
in
elementary education. Mr. Bucy received his Master's
ate of Fulton County High
being 'Mrs. James Duncan, Mrs.
der lamb chops. '2-inch thick
• • •
School. She is a senior at Mur- degree in physics from Murray State in Ma l. He is a member and each, on each side. Add 1 meTed York, and Mrs. Joe Pat
DEAR ABBY I am the mother of a girl who is both Ward.
ray- State University, majoring past president of Sigma Pi Sigma, national physics honor society. dium green pepper cut in strips.
The wedding will take place Saturday, August 24, at two- 1 medium onion, sliced, and In av
beautiful and smart, but when it comes to 'love." she is a fool.
in physical edration.
Twenty persons were present
Mr. Repkins is a ISM gradu- thirty o'clock in the afternoon in the Beechmont Methodist pound of mushrooms, sliced.
For 2 years. she has gone with a man who says he "loves" including Mrs. Joe Pat Ward
ate of Biases Count) High Church, Louisville. A reception will follow at the South Park Cook 5 minutes. Add 1 cup of
her, but they are still sneakng around together because he and Mrs. Gken Grogan at MurSchool, and is also a senior at Country Club in Faiodale.
bouillon: cover and cook about
isn't reedy to tell his parents that be has met the woman he ray, mother and sister of the
Another delightful courtesy
All friends are invited to attend.
20 minutes. Add salt and pepgroom-elect, and Mrs Richard extended to Miss Janet Brown, Murray State University, majorloves and wants to marry her
ing in agricultural business. He
The couple will make their home in Fairborn, Ohio, where per to taste, 1 I 1-pound( can
th bride-elect of Joe
My daughter even gave up her own religion and took Brown of Princeton. mother of August
is also employed at Hutson Mr. Bucy is employed as a research physist at Wright Patterson of potatoes, drained. and 2
bride-tect.
the
kitchen
was
the
Darrell Ward,
instruction from a priest to join :.- er sweetheart's church. She
medium tomatoes, sliced,
•••
Chemical Co. of Murray.
Air Force Base.
shower held Saturday, July 77,
goes to his church every Sunday. bit when he sees her there he
The grandparents of Miss
at two-thirty o'clock in the afturns his head away because he's with his parents and doesn't
Subiett are Mr. and Mrs. Wade
ternoon at the home of Mrs. C.
want to introduce her to them yet
of Crutchfield Route One,
130/bel
•
• AA
C. Bishop of Princeton.
arid the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry
My daughter is a girl any man would be p-oud of yet he
The gracious hostesses for the
Sublett Sr. of Cayce.
keeps her in the shadows 'icaiY' And she is so in love with him
occasion were Mrs. Bishop, Mrs.
Tuesday, August
The grandparents of the
she refuses te look at anyone else, and continues to wait
The Lathes City Bowling As- Harold Peterson, and Mrs. Rob•
oom-to-be
are Mrs. Hettie
patiently How can I help her'
sociation will meet at Corvette ert Bishop, all of Princeton.
'Wallace and the late D. E. WalMiss Brown was attired in
Lanes at 7.30 p.m.
BROKENHEARTED MOTHER
e
Mayfield, and Mrs. Lil•••
trousseau frock of brown and
lie Hopkins and the late Gordie
DEAR MOTHER
You 2aa't—unless she wants to be
was
preSwiss
and
mat a given solution was salty,
dotted
white
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
By JOANNE OMA.Nti
"helped.- You do not mention their ages. Neither do you der of the Itainbew ler Girls setited a temp of white mm- Hopkins of Fulgham
sweet, sour or bitter, the first
A September wedding is beAMHERST. Mass. 'UPI) — time arouneinnThen subsequent-7
mention his edmeational or fimanetall states. Tins maid be the will held- Rs resides' reetiog at mer flowertbe
g planned.
If your ,wife's coffee tastes like tests, however. 28 per cent of
The giftst were displayed on
Pottertown Road
key. If the young man is still dependent on his parents. the Masonic RA11 at seven p in.
vinegar, it may actually be the males and 10 per cent of
•• •
a table overlaid with a cutsvork
(Highway 280)
announcing his engagement to a girl of whom they may
your
taste,
not
the
coffee,
the females still confused sour
The Ann.e A•rmstroms Circle cloth and centered with an ardisapprose could end all help from them of course, if he loved
fault
that's
at
•
and bitter.
rangement of pink and white
the girl enough and were a man, he d do just that and find a of the First Baptist Church
Dr Ernest Dzendolet of the "They couldn't seem to learn
porn
poms.
University of Massachusetts the difference." Dr Dzendolet
was to make it on his own. He is obsiously. unwilling.. WMS will meet at the home of
Refreshments were oarve
Services Daily
psychology department says reported. "This would seem to
unable—or no man. In the meantime sou can't "kill" love. It Mrs Robert Scott at 7-30 p.m. from the beautifully appointed
2:00 p.m. & 8.00 p.m.
his tests show 78.5 per cent of indicate that the difficulty
has to die by itself. el
table overlaid with a handmade
American males must be clas- must be physiological in oriThe Woman's Society of
- • linen and lace cloth The censified -insensitive" to the four, gin. rather like partial or total
Christian
Service
of
the
First
Everybody has a problems_ What s years? Fr a personal
arrangement was of green
tral
basic tastes—sweet, salty, sour color - blindness. In other
United
Methodist
Church
TM
Evangelist
reply write is Abby. Bea MTN, Lou Asigeks, Cal., MIMI esd
with white (lowers from
Vemassi Press International and bitter—and that 28 per words, it's in the genes and not
meet at the chapel at ten am. candles
miniature kitchen gadsector a stamped, self-addressed envelope
which
cent
of
them
are
completely
taste
buds."
in
the
REV. WILLIE JOHNSON
with the executive board meetBeam calling a plumber to
gets were attached. Mrs Rob- rest a slow drain, pout in unable to distingiush between
So if your wife complains
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET. "HOV• TO HAVE A LOVELY hg at 9.15 am.
ert Bishop presided at the ro- plenty of boiling hot soap or sour things (vinegar( .and bit- that you never notice any•• •
of the
WEDDING." SEND $IMI TO ABBY. BOX 1,7111, LOS
freshment table.
thing about her culinary efdetergent suds Then flush the ter things (coffee).
Wednesday, August 7
You'd probably know the two forts, comfort her with the
IF1Int Baptist Church
ANGELE& CAL. Mew
Thirty guests were primmest Us pipes with Iota of hot running
The Oaks Country Club will
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward of water, Sonsetimes this treat- apart anyway -"Actual flavor thought that the trouble is — Everyone Welcome —
chiding
has-e its ladies day golf with
Is a combination of taste, odor. probably in your chromosomes
tee off time at nine a.m. Virgin- Murray, mother-in-law to be of ment dissipates a clogging lay- temperature and maybe even and
'not in her cooking.
the
possible
cause
honoree.
grease,
a
er
of
ia Jones will be golf hostess.
the way it feels," says Dr. Dee!.
•••
at the trouble.
A potluck luncheon will be
dolet.
"We
tested
with
odor• • •
served with drinks and rolls beTo give the kitchen a new less chemical solutions to eliming furnished.
nenolon
n
dress it .otth gay_ inate those variables."
shelf linings and edgings. --Stifirects. ran- tri-e---11Yet— wo
The Calloway County Country
Practical shelving
materials testa were 40 female and 40
Club will hold its ladies day
include smooth or quilted plas- male students at UM, all nongolf with tee off time at nine
tic that needs no tacking down, smokers and none taking any
a.m Beth Belot* will be golf
plastic-or enamel-coated paper medication. The samples were
hostess.
on fiber-base types with deco- diluted but recognizable solu•••
rative edges that can be ap- tions of quinine (bittern hyMurray Assembly No. 19 Orplied with thumb tacks or dou- drochloric acid (sour), sucrose
der of the Rainbow for Girls
ble-faced tape, scrubbabie self- (sweet), and table salt.
Each of the four basic
adhering plastic, thin rubber
will have its inspection and oftastes was presented seven
matting. and oilcloth.
ficial visit of Sherrie Tarter of
times in random order fol.- a
• • •
Somerset. Grand worthy advisWhen making cafe curtains, three-to-four second sampling,
or, and Mrs. Lorraine Payne,
don't sew on those brass rings with the subject to report af, supreme charity of the Internaused for hanging. This will terward which taste it was.
tional Order of the Rainbow for
Four out of seven right on
only make more work. Either
Girls, at the Masonic
at
the curtains will have to be any given taste. earned a ' sen6 30 pm. A potluck supper will
laundered by hand, or the rings sitive" rating for that taste.
be served.
have to be removed before Only 15 females and nine
•• •
washing by machine Instead males scored sensitive on all
Thursday, August
use some of the handy spring- four tastes-37.5 per cent for
afscuus mom ,eAsylirs Southeast Airlines pilot Gorge
The Woman's Society of
clip rings which come off and women and 22.5 per cent for
Prellezo, who was held by Cuban authorities as a defector
Christian Service of the Good
so on readily at curtain-laun- men, The rest were insensitive
after his airliner was hijacked to Havana, is back in Miami,
on one or more tastes, especiShepherd
UniteiV,, Methodist
dering time.
Fla with his family, son Jose. 5, and wife Olga. She trav• • •
ally sour and bitter.
Church is scheduled-to meet at
eled to Cuba to appeal for his release
clothes
closet
any
turn
To
"We thought labeling might
the church at two p.m.
JANE IttISSUL, 47' smiles in
N.
• • •
Into a showcase. Install earn be a problem," said Dr. DzenLos Angeles on receiving a
washboxes
of
and
dolet In a second test. 20
The Flint Baptist Church WO=-, divorce from Bob Waterfield, ment tags
able plastic that look like males and 20 females were told
man's Missionary Society will set& former pro football great.
elabovelvet
or
have
flocked
meet at the church at seven
The ,25-year marriage ended rate quilted patterns Auxiliary
p.m
on her testimony that his boxes of triumpantrit plastic
• ••
late night hours and conduct Met *Operative ; stank on top
Sunday, Await 11
made her "a nervous wreck." of easell ether to hold sweaters,
The annual reunion of the
bags, scarfs, belts.
Vinaon relatives will be held
at the Ken Lake pavilion A
Iowa forEssitestail
basket dinner will be spread at
Dress ma estafeak UMW sW-.
•••
La Raeford. of Tri City. Plower sion. sweetish sr Mk Nebo
girls wi be Mies Led Wean, ash Ms *Nip sow.
niece of the bride, and the ems at monnoll
tio
* Wednesday through Friday s;_r
ineoposo of WS and $
Of
daughter of Mr. and Mn.
78*
Now
All 45 RPM Records
I Se anatinnes hi alas
old Dublin.
tablespoon of
stir i tabspoon
Now $3.98
All $4.79 Albums
The wedding of Mlle Starlon
Ringbearer will be Joe Is&
tore_ Now $5.95
_____
Dublin to Weldon Thomas will erts, nephew
Ail 8-Track Tapes
the bride elect, butter, melted with
be solemnized at West Murray and the son of Mr and Mrs. alserms of flour anti) well
Now $319.50
MAGNAVOX Color T. V.
blended Gradually add the hot
Church of Christ Saturday, Aug, Charles Roberts of Mayfieid
Free $39.90 Speaker with the Purchase of
10, at three o'clock in the afL C Miller, of Murray, will tomatoes, season with 1 Maany Console Stereo.
ternoon Aude McKee, minister serve as best man Groomsman ,Mall of aromanc bitters
of the church, will perform the will be Tony Jones, TM City, strain and serve Makes about
ceremony.
Hal Dublin, brother of Ibe I cup
The bride will be given in bride, and David McRae of NWHair, which 'union ordered
marriage by her brother. Don- ray
No tomtit invitaUens are b, short and curly for spring and
ald Dublin, and 'be has chosen
Chestnut Street
Dixieland
• Center
her sister, Mrs. Charles Rob- ing seat All friends and rela- suer, appears to be Pine
straight route for
Phone 753-7575
tives of the couple are invalid the short and
erts, as her matron of honor.
winter At least half,
and
fall
to
attend the wedding sad VW
nridesmaids will be Miss Ann
models In one major- de'age. Lynnville; Miss Davide reception 4min-di/stele followlad the
diner's show woretheirs that
Inirm, Lynnville, and Miss Psu at Holiday Inn
way

1

Miss Kaye Hale

By Abigail Van Buren

Sub/en-Hopkins
Wedding Planned
For This September

t

Kitchen Shower
Given In Honor
Of Janet Brown
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OUR MANAGER IS ON HIS HONEYMOON!.
And we are having
•HONEY of a SALE!

Plans Completed
By Miss Dublin For
Satarday Wedding
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NOTICE
TERMITES? Call Ward Termite
for free estimate. All work
guaranteed. Five year contracts.
Flve room house treated, $63.00.
Ward Peat Control, 1612 College
Farm Road, phone 7534501.
H-Aug.-15-C

FOR SALE

14 PT. OLASPAR Marathon
BURROUGHS Corporation is ex
SEE US FOR ALL your insurHELP WANTED
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
with 75 HP. Johnson motor and
pending. Leader in busineat
ance needs, Fire, Auto, Life or
FRESH HEARING AID batter- trailer. Like new. Call 753-3349. TWO WAITRESSES, full time. machines field offers opport- 1959 fli.3 SPORTS CAR. Good Hail. We also have money to
ies for Baltone and other make
A-8-C At least one year experience. unity with professional prestige condition, Phone 753-6347.
lend on farms and residential
hearing aids, Wallis's Drugs,
Must be neat, pleasant appear- to persons of stability with sellA-8-P property. Spann & Wilson, 202
HOTPOINT
FREEZER
for
sale.
Murray, Kentucky.
TFC
ance, references. Starting, $1.15 ing experience (and aptitude for
South 4th Street. Phone 753See at 502 Walnut Street.
per hour.
our products) or strong account- '85 VOLKSWAGEN, Excellent 3263.
A-18-C
SUBURBAN Tractors. Lawn $20.00.
A-8-NC WANTED short order cook, full ing
experience. Good salary, condition. Good tires and mechmowers. Poulan chain saws.
colors
. ..
bright
carpet
LOST
anically
Contact
Lloyd
sound.
time. Experience, references. plus real incentives. Established
Seaford Lawn and Garden AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodrestore them with Blue Lustre
Day shift, must know how to territory, no traveling. All an Todd, 753-2202 after 5 p.m.
les,
two
months
old.
Phone
753equipment, 24 miles west of
A-9-C Rent electric shampooer $1.
6600.
A-12-C prepare foods and general kit- ployee benefits.
Big "K".
A-10-C
• Hardin. Phone 437-3312.
chen work. $1.25 an hour startIf you feel qualified, phone
Aug.-13-C PIANO LOCATED - We have ing. No
phone calls. Apply Ge- for appointment. Confidential, 1984 FORD Galaxie 500, real REDUCE SAFEly, simply and
low
mileage 1965 Oldsmobile
1-52 GALLON American stan- had a fine Spinet piano moved no's Italian Restaurant, Chest- Mr. Clint Bull, 320 N. Main, 98, 4 door hardtop. All power fast with GoBese tablets. Only
A-SC Evansville, Ind. Phone 423-4450dard electric hot water heater. into this area. Responsible per- nut, after 400 p.m.
A-7..P-H
and factory air. Cain and Tay- 98c at Holland Drug.
1-40 gallon State electric hot son can arrange excellent buy. FRONT END AND frame man. An Equal Opportunity Employ lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
A-9-C
water heater. 1 sump pump. 1 Contact: Joplin Piano, Joplin, acquainted with bear equipand Main.
A-6-C ELECTROLUX SALES & SerAS-P
Aim American furnace, natur- Mo. 64801.
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
ment. Top wages. Write: Bon
al gas. 1 lot of inside and out- REGISTERED Tennessee Walk- 148 or call 753-2617.
A-7.0 COLLEGE GRADUATE seeking 1082 OLDSMOBILE, Super 88, M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
side doors. Call 7534417 after ing Horse, stallion Phone 492greater opportunity. Large fin- two door nardtop. 1965 LaSabre Lynnville, Ky.
Sept. 7-C
TFC E126.
5:00 p. m.
A4P WASH BOY, 18 years old or ancial organization offering ex- Buick, with double power. Real
older. Write Beg 1411 es call ceptional opportunities to men nice. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta_
LAND _for sale. No
T53-2517.
• FARM
seeking to improve themsedvet. tion. Corner of 8th and Main.
REAL ESTATE POR SALEbuildings, 40 acres of level land
A-6-C
FOR RENT
Starting salaries $600.00 to $1,in highest state of cultivation BRICK HOME at 1612 Loch
TWO EXPERIENCED waitress- 000 per mown commensorate 1964
All in permanent pasture. Well Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
CHRYSLFR Newport with TWO
BEDROOM
furnished
fenced, on blacktop road. Phone living room, built-in kitchen ap- es, steady work, unemployment with ability and background. power steering and orakes Ana apartment with den and kitchen
Send resume or details to Box factory air. 1965 Impala, two
489-2141.
A-6-P pliances, library 14' x 22' with insurance. $1.25 per hour waged
combination. Couple only. Loguaranteed. Kentucky Lake 981, Carbondale, Ill. 62001.
door hardtop. Local car. Cain cated 100 South 13th Street,
bookshelves, entire Lodge
built
in
1-T-C-H and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- Kelly's Pest
Restaurant, Aurora, Kan.
66 MODEL EARLY American
Control.
T-F-C
house carpeted, central heat
tucky. Phone 474-2259. A-6-C
mobile home, 12' x 56'. Like
A-6-C
and air conditioning. Lot 80' x
MALE wrm some experience er of 6th and Main.
new. Also 67 Model Curtis MaROOMS for rent. Boys. Private
220'. Call John Redden, 75Ein painting to assist someone. 1965 MUSTANG Convertible, entrance,
this Color TV, radio and steno 4937
air-conditioned, near
for appointment
_ TOY_LADIES earn $25.00 an Good wages. Call 753-8359,
289 motor, 4 barrel carburat- college. Call 7534828.
combination. Practically new.
A-16-P
Aug.-274 evening demonstrating toys and
A-8-C
or, automatic, power steering
$ For more information dial 435gifts. No investment. Color catTWO
BEDROOM
air-conditionand brakes. Red with white top.
4202.
A-6-P BY OWNER: three-bedroom
alog. Car and phone necessary.
1958 '4 ton truck. Cain and ed house trailer, on private lot
house, gas heat and air-condi- Call Hardin
OFFERED
SERVICES
437-6231,
or
write
EtALDWIN PIANO'S AND or- tioning. Large lot on 10th St.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of three miles from Murray. No
gans. New stock. Chucks Music Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p. m. Toy Ladies Party Plan, Johns- CUSTOM BUILDING, resident- 6th and Main.
A-6-C
A4C boys. Call 753-2551
town, Pa.
A-29-P iii
I-T-C
Center. Call 753-3882.
and commercicl. Rustic CalTFC
FURNISHED
apartment.
Call
ifornia styling. Free estimates 1963 CHEVROLET- Impala, 4 753-1721.
A-8-C
14 VOLUAN NEW Standard BARGAINS FOR THE WEEK
door
sedan.
1960
Oldsmobile
83.
Call Cliff Finney 489-396E.
Encyclopedias, 1960 edition. IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION
Aug.-134 Double power. Local car. Cain TWO BEDROOM house, semi or
A-8-P LARGE building lots - price
$50.00. 753-6386.
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- unfurnished. Call 753-6229 or
KLEIN CARPET SPECIALIST: er of 6th and Main.
A-6-C 753-6012.
A-8-C
ONE BEIGE, modern two piece ranging from $1290.00 to 1)100.Wall to wall carpets, rug and
Aft' living room suit. Two used air 00. No down payment and
upholstery cleaners. Carpets
conditioners. All in excellent small monthly payments.
I
and furniture cleaned, tinted
WANTED
condition. Call 753-3278. A-8-P FREEMAN JOHNSON - Bean.
For Rant
or, 753-2731.
A-111C
and de-inothed. Call 4334221.
NICE APARTMENTS
HOUSE TRAILER, 8 x 28, also
Aug.-224
Apply in Pestles
For
RIDERS FROM Cadiz or Canton
Speed Queen washer and beagle FIVE ACRES, two miles west
Girls & boys
of
city
limits,
$4,500.00.
Call
WILL DO bush hogging, mow- to Murray, 5% days a week,
A-8-C
puppies. Call 753-8414.
At
Phone
753-3976.
A-8.0
lag and ground breaking. Call , from 7:00 a.m,to 4:30 p.m., or
753-5863 or 753-5108
14800 B,T,U, Air conditioner
436-2337
A-8-C 8:00 am. to 5:30 p.m. Phone
H-1TC
like new. $150.00, and 1-10 110 X 206 CORNER building
7534791, ask for Taylor. A-&C
•
month old portable 8 place sett- lot on paved street with city
ing dish washer. $100.00. Call water, sewage and gas. Call
190 Maple Street
after 6:00 p.m. A-8-C 753-8400 or 753-8833 after five
pin.
• 753-1888
A-8-C
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HELP WANTED
COOK

SYKES CAFE

MIK

Eagles use the same nest
year after year, one known
nest having been used continuously for 36 years.
• • •
Only Presidents John Adams
and John Quincy Adams-Iether and son-lived to celebrate their golden wedding anniversaries.
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No words can we find to express our appreciation to those
that came to our need in this
time of sorrow and for the
prayers we were confident were
answered in our behalf during
this loss of our son and bro• • •
ther, Jerry Wayne Hargis. This
display of love and Christianshortest
presidential
The
ity by all is sure to make us marriage was that of Theodore
better Christians in our life Roosevelt and his first wife,
endeavors.
who were married three years
and 110 days when she died
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hargis
Insects were estimated to
and Cindy,
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5.Title of respect
6-Steeples
7.Slaves
8-Remuneration
9.Jump
10-Collection of
facts
11-A state (abbr.)
17-Symbol for
calcium
19-Preposition
22-Free of
24-Negative
25-Let fall
26-Observes.
27-Encourage
28-Ascend
29-Pronoun
30-Offspring
32 Trying
33-Chinese
Pagoda
36-Symbol for
tellurium

1.Rornan bronze
4-The caama
8-Edible fish
12-Inlet
13-Part of face
14-Pitch
15-Limb
16-School official
18-Clans
20-Harvest
21 Behold!
22-Things, in law
23-Finishes
27-Exist
29-Pronoun
30-Breathe loudly
in sleep
31-Prefix: twice
32 Spread for
drying
33-Bushy clump
34.Faroe Islands
whirlwind
35-Chemical
compound
37-Pale
38-Harvest
goddess
39-Golf mounds
40-Ocean
4}-Coreunctices---A.._
42•Narrate
•
44-Totaled
47-Appraises
51-Before
52-Later
53-Ashes of
seaweed
54-Hurried
55-Tolled
36 Goddess of
discord
57-Crafty
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37-Wallow about
38-Commands
40-Slacken in
541-Hypothetical
force
43-Printer's
measure
44.Snakes

45-Pertaining to ar,
era
46 Negate
47-Organ of
hearing
48-Nahoor sheep
49-Measure of
weight
50-Man's name
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diamonds around her neck blaz- told you to make you look like
CHAPTER 29
"rITTO himself had no idea ing, toward the brightly lighted that 7"
"How do I look' I'm onl.
N--/ that Niels wasn't his legi- rooms and the gaiety.
"You will be, kind enough to cold. And Otto didn't tell me
timate son until a little while
after Dinria's birth. Unfortun- have the next dance with me?" anything in particular. Only
ateiy. Cristina was ill with a Erik said, tucking my aria in that he had been fishing this
afternoon."
high fever, and talked in ,delir- his.
"Fishing! Why did he tell you
"Erik, how can we, with a
turn. and Otto heard and guessed
her secret. From then on he bomb about to explode at any that?"
"I had noticed mud on his
never touched her again or moment! Otto must know
jacket. He was explaining how
spoke to her. He simply wait- what's going on outside."
-He can't unless he has seen it had got there"
ad seventeen years for her to
"So!" That short Danish exdie. This is where his touch of Oiler already, and is putting a
madness comes in, r am afraid. good face on it. No, he is un- pletive had never been so exHe had this terrible patience, aware, I think. But if the chase pressive.
I didn't want to stay here
this determination to strike moves closer, the castle will
shivering. I didn't know how to
Niels down when the time have to be searched."
The champagne had been go back to the party.
came," Frue Dorothea said.
Erik's fingers pressed on flowing while we were away. "There is nothing to do." I
"Is
mine. He said quietly. "And that The old ladies around the fire was asking for reassurance.
'have come when were TA/Mg lanyamverry. th
Erik pushed me briskly
Luise had her baby. But can it gray heads nodding, their eyes
the door of the lighted
be,- Luise, that Otto wouldn't getting a dim shine, like tar- toward
room.
even risk marrying you legiti- nished silver_ Otto's eyes were noisy
"No, not for you. Go back in
until he knew you could shining, too, and I knew as soon
mately"
as he asked me to dance, that there. Someone will give you a
be made pregnant?"
drink. I haven't time just no*,
I nodded. "He talked all the he had been drinking- too much.
"Mustn't let my brother mo- Forgive me."
time of having more children. I
So I went back and sat on
thought. he had an obsession nopolize you. Luise. Must have
the edge of the old ladies' circle
about it, proving his virility and my share."
He wasn't too drunk to see around the fire. I felt old enough
that sort of uling.He must
to be one of them.
have been prettF angry when I me stiffen.
"Just for the sake of appear, ._"Are you tired already. Fro.
wouldn't go to bed with him
the Eng- ken Amberley" How strange!
until we were married. SO he ances. Isn't that what
When I was young I could
lish
value
most?"
arrangof
trouble
had all that
"Otto, why don't you give dance until morning without the
ing a fake ceremony. He was
slightest fatigue."
terribly pleased when I was yourself up 7"
I was sick of Emilie and her
He stared at me, astonished.
pregnant."
"You know what I'm talking superiority. What an infuriatYou do promise there will be
ing old creature she was'
nothing petritioned of this." about. Your friend Oiler fol"The poor young lady has
lowed me today. Or I followed
Frue Virothea was saying. "I
him, I don't know which. But scarcely had time to recover
am sorry you have had to find
he must have come to see you. from her accident, Emilie. Sureout these things, but perhaps t_
-Whet' did you do with him? ly you remember? Or is your
is best. For Luise, anyway, poor
memory failing, as well as your
• okild. She is the one who has Hide him in one of the dun- hearing?"
geons?"
•
been wronged."
It was a wild guess. After
*There is nothing wrong with
"And I should have been told
all. I didn't even know that any of my functions, Sybilla.
long ago, Mama," Erik said reGiber had been able W contact could take another glass of
provingly.
Otto. But my remark had found champagne, if someone evould
No, no, dear boy. You were
some sort of a target, for Otto's be so good as to bring me one
to young, and you might have
eyes bulged, his face went a I wonder 'where servants disarned as well that your brothdark color, and he whispered, appear to nowadays, just at the
r had friends among the Gesleaning toward me.
moment that they are wanted.
"Damn! You saw my jacket! Or is it." her voice dropped to
•There were always those ruDid
you
tell
anyone
else
about
a perfectly audible whisper
r4rs. Even now, Otto has very
it?"
"that the best ones won't come
feW friends in Copenhagen. We
Before I could answer, he add- to Maaneborg?"
Danes have, Icing memories,"
ed gratuitously, "I was fishing.
My eyes were on the picture
Erik said to rile
"Everyone has long memories But I caught only a small fish behind the nodding gray heads
for things like that." Suddenly that I had to throw back." Then It was the enormous battle
I began to shive r. I looked he began to laugh loudly, and scene of the dead invader, his
victor standing over him, great
around in distaste at the deso- he walked away from me.
A long cool gust of wind shaggy blond head raised tri•
late room. "Couldn't we go
downstairs? Haven't we found swept up the hall as he opened umphantly against the frozen
enough skeletons? Dear Frue the heavy iron-studded door. A pink dawn, the rest of the enDorothea. of course I am to be leaf rustled at my feet. The emy fleeing In straggling rout
like blown leaves
trUsted. Forever. I hope I may door thudded shut
I was shaking so much that
The old ladies were still makconic to the wedding of the heir
I could hardly speak when Erik ing their polite biting remarks
of Maaneborg."
"More immediately. 'perhaps found me. It couldn't have been to one another. thoroughly en,•essii would like to drink his more; than a minute later, cer- joying themselves. I found I
tainly not long enough for me couldn't it still after all If I
• health now," said Erik.
closed my eyes I could see noth"Please behave as if nothing to get so chilled.
"What are you doing out here, ing but the lake, and WIien I
has happened,- Frue Dorothea
said -over her shoulder to me. Luise?" He saw my face. "Has opened them it was still there
At the foot of the stairs she anything happened? I saw you
Revelation 11111•14 conies to
paused to wipe the dust off her failting to Otto."
"Yes. I was."
•
Lobs-.
shoes on the carpet. then proabout?
•
"What
What
has he iTo Be Concluded Tomorrow)
ceeded, her head held high. the
----by riiweril-MiVann
Copyright
1967, 1968 hr Doi
.
01111;' Eden
-ewe, the novel
Distributed by King Features Syndirste
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THERE WEREN'T ANY
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by R. Van Buren
HAVING A PSYCHOLOGIST ON
STAFF IS A NEW EXPERIENCE
FOR THIS SCHOOL, MISS WALKER.
THERE VY1LL BE PROBLEMS
NOT ONLY WITH
STUDENTS, BUT
WITH STAFF.

... I REMIND Y09_
OF SOMEBODY
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Hospital Report
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In Accident
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